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DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS: BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI) TRAINING SKILLS
Abstract
Organizations are drowning in data and struggling to turn disparate facts into useful
information. The technological capability to collect data has expanded faster than the ability to
turn data points into useful information. Never before has so much data been available for users
to leverage to make a decision. Data-driven metrics can help teams make informed decisions and
provide a competitive advantage. When it comes to using data to answer business questions and
make a data-driven decision, technology is only one part of the solution. Business Intelligence
(BI) is a discipline that attempts to turn data into meaningful insights in order to make a better
decision. In the last decade BI technology has evolved as the ability to process information has
increased. There is a wealth of research about BI technology but less material on the human
elements and skills needed to be successful developing BI solutions. BI skills and the best
methods to teach those skills need to be further analyzed to improve data-driven decisions.
Without a comprehensive BI strategy, data will continue to be used in a limited capacity and
provide a fraction of its potential value. The purpose of this phenomenological study was to
determine which BI skills professionals believe should be taught to enable better data-driven
decisions. Five BI program components were categorized and analyzed during the course of this
study. These components are: (a) data management, (b) calculation intelligence, (c) delivery
output, (d) consumption device, and (e) business enablement. Within each of these components,
skill variables were rated by importance and their effect on user adoption. Interviews and surveys
were conducted to collect data and determine the skills that should be taught and the best
iii

practices on how to teach those skills. The findings highlight which skills are important and
influence user adoption, ideal formats to teach the skills, and relationship dynamics between the
skills that enable BI teams to be more successful.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This study explores what business intelligence (BI) skills should be taught to enable
better data-driven decisions. Turner, Reinsel, Gantz, and Minton (2014) shared that the data we
create and copy annually will reach 44 trillion gigabytes by 2020. Organizations are drowning in
data and struggling to turn disparate facts into useful information. New technology devices are
coming online at a record pace and that is pushing data volumes to record heights. The data
growth is being led by the proliferation of mobile devices. MobiThinking (2011) cited by Saylor
(2012) indicated that mobile devices are the next universal computer and as of 2011
approximately 5.3 billion people possessed smart phones. The mobile shift is enabling customers
to consume content and products from their devices. Saylor (2012) highlighted that products that
used to be physical items are becoming virtual. Examples of this include music, newspapers, and
magazines. Organizations are also feeling the effects of this shift. Lam (2014) reported that
newspaper ad revenue fell 40 billion dollars in a decade from 2000-2013. The digital
transformation is boosting the amount of data being collected. Brown (2015) highlighted that
mobile traffic will increase tenfold by 2021. Data volumes are increasing and will continue to
grow at exponential rates in the foreseeable future.
New data technologies have emerged to help organizations store and process this
increased volume of data, offering excellent tools. When it comes to answering business
questions, technology is only one part of the solution. Areas such as analytics, data
visualizations, and business procedures all play a role in the decision process. According to
Gartner (2014), 14.4 billon dollars were spent in 2013 on purchasing BI software (p. 1). One
important metric used to measure application success is user adoption, the amount of users who
start to use new technology tools. With all of the investment in BI tools, Howson (2014) listed
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“BI adoption as a percentage of employees remains flat at 22%” (p. 1). Organizations have had
limited success with user adoption in spite of new technology tool enhancements and a large
technology investment. This is a large barrier preventing organizations from making better use of
their data.
As BI technology tools have advanced, limited research is available that analyzes the
skills that need to be taught to BI professionals. At its core, BI aims to help organizations answer
business questions. The goal of BI is to provide accurate and intelligent answers to questions so
organizations can make data-driven decisions. BI is a confluence of subjects and helps teams
utilize resources to make data-driven decisions. A series of nontechnical skills need to be mined
from these disciplines. Elena (2011) wrote “BI technologies provide historical, current, and
predictive views of business operations. Common functions of business intelligence technologies
are reporting, online analytical processing, analytics, data mining, business performance
management, benchmarking, text mining, and predictive analytics” (p. 1). Skills from these
disciplines need to be taught in order to address some of the user adoption challenges that exist.
Statement of Problem
Never before has so much data been available for users to leverage to make a data-driven
decision. Many people’s lives are overwhelmed with data. Computers, laptops, tablets, and
mobile phones are intertwined into individuals’ daily lives. Anderson (2015) listed 45% of U.S.
adults have a tablet, 73% have a desktop or laptop computer, and 92% have a mobile phone.
These devices are consuming and producing record amounts of data. Technology devices are
reshaping the way goods and services are produced, marketed, sold, and consumed. The
foundational element to all of these transactions is data.
The technological capability to collect data has expanded faster than the ability to turn
data points into useful information. McCafferty (2015) notes that organizations have vast
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amounts of data but less than 25% of them use data and analytics to identify new revenue
streams (p. 4). Organizations have an available resource at their disposal that is not being used.
The data these organizations have can help to provide a competitive advantage.
BI programs have many facets and moving pieces. Howson (2014) suggested BI is an
interconnected program that connects people, process, and tools. BI training that solely focuses
on technology skills will not solve the user adoption problem by itself. BI technology tools have
evolved but the training procedures needed to create BI solutions that users adopt have remained
stagnant. Further study is needed to define what BI skills need to be taught to industry
professionals, and how these skills can best be taught.
Purpose and Significance of Study
The purpose of this phenomenological study is to determine which BI skills professionals
believe should be taught to enable better data-driven decisions. The study uses a
phenomenological approach that collects research data with a survey and performs interviews
with BI industry professionals. BI is an obscure discipline that contains a convergence of
subjects, processes, and tools. The first step taken was to define the BI components to analyze
during this study. Five BI scope components were identified. These components are data
management, intelligent calculations, delivery mode, consumption device, and business
enablement.
The next step is to research BI training, best practices, and the skills needed to make
better data-driven decisions. The data collection focuses on what BI skills should be taught and
how they should be instructed. BI research is important because many BI initiatives fail to
achieve all of their desired objectives. Goodwin (2011) as cited in Gartner noted that over 70
percent of business intelligence projects fail to meet all of their designated objectives. A welldefined set of BI skills can provide a perspective on what works well and also highlight lessons
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learned from common failure points. As data volumes increase, the opportunity to use the facts
in a meaningful way is enormous. Malik (2007) suggested that money is not necessary for
mobile banking and that, instead of paying cash, people started paying for goods with mobile
airtime minutes. Data is quickly evolving into one of the main currencies of the twenty-first
century that feeds innovation and technological advances. Every organization uses data in oneway or another. A comprehensive training program that defines the BI skills that organizations
need will help to enable better data-driven decisions.
Conceptual framework
A fundamental tenet of this study is that data can be applied to decision processes to
make better choices. Thomas Saaty (1990) created the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) for
making better decisions. The Saaty system uses mathematic and psychology techniques that help
prioritize, rank, and quantify cost-benefit options for making better decisions. The recent
explosion in data takes the AHP framework to the next level. Saaty (1990) wrote that “perhaps
the most creative task in making a decision is to choose the factors that are important in that
decision” (p. 9). Saaty outlined the best way to select and structure factors so they can be
quantified in the decision-making process. The AHP framework can be applied to the vast new
sources of data available to organizations.
There are many facets and layered components to a BI program. This study focuses on
defining how to best teach the skills needed to build better BI solutions. Ong, Siew, & Wong
(2011) presented a layered BI architecture that is focused on managing data sources, metadata,
and end user capabilities. Five BI program components were categorized during the literature
review process: (a) data management, (b) calculation intelligence, (c) delivery output, (d)
consumption device, and (e) business enablement. These components are a logical grouping of
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BI research resources that enable the subject to be systematically studied. Figure 1 represents the
BI study scope components:

Figure 1 - BI Program Components
Research Questions
Guiding this research is the foundational question: What BI skills should be taught to
industry professionals to enable better data-driven decisions? The research will gain the
following information from professionals:
•

What has historically worked well while teaching BI skills?

•

What has not historically worked well while teaching BI skills?

•

What are the challenges of current BI training programs?
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•

What does an ideal BI training program include?

•

What BI skills have been helpful for increasing user adoption?

Definitions
Alert - A proactive notification that indicates a predefined event has occurred. Alerts can
be sent via email when certain conditions or triggers occur. The information is proactively
pushed to a user verses a person having to manually look at the data.
Artificial Intelligence - The use of analytical tools and systems to perform tasks that
normally require human interaction.
Big Data - A common industry term used to describe very large data repositories.
Curriculum - A collection of defined courses that are studied to gain better expertise of a
discipline.
Data Quality – Information that meets the designed output specifications.
Data Science - An interdisciplinary field that involves the study of systems, scientific
methods, data harvesting, data processing, data analysis, and extracting insights to a group of
stakeholders according Dhar (2013).
Data Wrangling – The ability to join two or more disparate data sources together into a
common data view.
Hadoop - An open source data framework and technology that enables organizations to
store and work with extremely large datasets.
Machine Learning - Machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence that uses
computers to automatically find patterns and define optimal pathways.
Metadata - This is contextual information about facts. A metadata example is a
definition about what a particular metric means.
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Support – A service provided by application team that gives users with help and advice
about their solutions.
User Adoption - A metric that measures the number of users who start to use the new
system.
Assumptions
The fundamental assumption guiding this study is that a decision based on facts is a
better decision. Fact based decisions highlight actual events and therefore is more effective.
Speculation, conjecture, and fiction ultimately lead to misguided outcomes. BI aims to
incorporate data into the decision process. BI research can help to define the BI skills needed to
enable better data-driven decisions. There are many facets of a BI program and the scope for this
study is limited to studying the five BI components listed in Figure 1.
The second assumption is facts have limited value without the application of metadata.
Metadata provides context about facts and that makes information more meaningful. Metadata
includes elements such as definitions, processing logic, lineage, and general characteristics about
the data. Metadata also helps to connect data with events to create a universal perspective. When
facts, events, and metadata characteristics are combined, they help to provide more
comprehensive insights.
A third assumption guiding the study is a qualitative method will help capture the
experiences needed to answer the research questions. The study uses a phenomenological data
collection approach. A set of interviews will be conducted to capture executive viewpoints
associated with BI skills. In addition, a survey will be sent to BI subject matter experts to capture
their experiences associated with building analytic solutions and BI skills. The combination of
the interview and survey will help to identify common phenomenon associated with the research
questions.
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Conclusion
Data is increasing in size and value as technology devices become more intertwined in
our daily lives. Lowe (2009) wrote “Data is the life blood for many organizations” (p. 1). Data
has evolved into a strategic asset and companies are increasingly relying on information insights
to conduct their daily business. For organizations to stay relevant, they will need to learn to use
data in innovative capacities to stay ahead of the competitive curve. The technology to process
insights has outpaced the skills and training needed to create information solutions.
BI is a discipline that attempts to turn data into meaningful insights. In the last decade BI
technology has evolved as the ability to process information has increased. However, technology
is only one part of the equation. There is a wealth of research about BI technology but less
material on the human elements and skills needed to be successful developing BI solutions. BI
skills and the best methods to teach those skills need to be further analyzed to improve datadriven decisions.
The purpose of this phenomenological study is to define BI skills needed to be taught to
enable better data-driven decisions. The study will analyze what skills are lacking, needed, and
the best methods to teach those skills. Chapter One provided background on the subject,
problem, size of the problem, and research questions to be explored. Chapter Two contains a
foundational literature review and begins to put the pieces of the BI puzzle together. Chapter
Three describes the proposed research design and methodology used to study BI. Chapter Four
highlights the results of the experiment. Finally, Chapter Five shares findings, recommendations
and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The information age is upon us and global data volumes are rapidly increasing. Bounie
and Gille (2012) estimated that “the world produced 14.7 trillion gigabytes of new information in
2008 and that is nearly triple the amount of data produced in 2003” (p. 2). BI tools enable
organizations to integrate data into their decision-making processes. The need for BI will
increase as data volumes continue to grow. As the demand for BI increases, the need to teach BI
skills will also grow.
New data innovations have emerged to help organizations store, automate, and process
increased volumes of data. These new innovations are creating operational efficiencies at record
setting levels. Peters (2003) shared that when a timber ship pulled into the London docks in the
1970’s it took 108 employees to unload it; in 2003 it took 8 employees. Information innovations
are providing increased operational efficiencies and helping automate labor intensive fields. The
shift to build more information technology innovations is increasing the demand for new highly
trained knowledge based workers.
Apache Spark is a new technology that is helping push innovation to new heights. It is an
open source data engine that is built to process large amounts of data very quickly using inmemory processing innovations. A recent test of Apache (2016) used “Spark and sorted 100TB
of data using 206 EC2 i2.8xlarge machines in 23 minutes” (p. 1). To put that in perspective
100TB is one hundred trillion bytes were sorted in less than 23 minutes. Rayman (2016)
indicated the Milky Way Galaxy has approximately 200 billion stars. One hundred trillion is
approximately 500 times the size of the Milky Way Galaxy star count according to Rayman
(2016) and we have commoditized technologies that can process these volumes. The
technological innovations are great, but only one part of the answer. Toyama (2011) stated, “I'd
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propose that between technology and human intent, intent matters more. The purposes to which
the technology is put depends first on the right intent and capacity” (p. 1). Organizations still
need to organize data sources, design processes to manage the data, create mechanisms to
consume the insights, build a governance framework, and align tools to the business intent to
make a data-driven decision. BI aims to manage all the interconnected components associated
with making a data-driven decision. There is a wealth of research material that looks at data
management, data technologies, and data visualization individually. There has been limited work
that analyzes the interconnected BI components, skills, and best practices for using BI to make
data-driven decisions.
Business Intelligence (BI) Definition
BI attempts to organize data so it can provide meaningful insights about the organization
or industry. BI is a confluence of subjects and helps teams utilize resources to make data-driven
decisions. Mulcahy (2007) wrote “BI as a discipline is made up of several related activities,
including data mining, online analytical processing, querying and reporting” (p. 1). At its core,
BI helps to answer business questions by integrating data and analytics into the decision process.
There is a spectrum of questions that can range from simple inquiries to complex scenarios. As
organizations increase their capability to answer more complex questions, it can provide them a
competitive advantage as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. BI & the spectrum of questions. Adapted from Competing on Analytics: The New
Science of Winning, by Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris, Harvard Business School
Press, March 2007.Figure 2. BI & the spectrum of questions. Adapted from Competing on
Analytics: The New Science of Winning, by Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris,
Harvard Business School Press, March 2007.
The business questions can be further analyzed and grouped into types. For example, a question
can have a historic or future tense. These indications can be clues into what types of analytics to
provide. Figure 3 below represents the questions by type:
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Figure 3. BI & the spectrum of questions by type. Adapted from Competing on Analytics: The
New Science of Winning, by Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris, Harvard Business
School Press, March 2007.

As questions get more sophisticated or complex, a corresponding metric can be created to
assist with answering them. There is a direct correlation between the questions being posed and
the sophistication of the metric needed to respond. As previously stated an important
consideration in analyzing the range of metrics needed, is whether the measured questions are
historical or forward-looking. For example, questions such as “what will happen” are forwardlooking and require specific analytics to generate answers. The tense of the question will
provide a clue into what metric is needed to answer the question. Figure 4 demonstrates the
analytical methods used to answer the scale questions.
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Figure 4. Analytical Intelligence Methods. Adapted from Competing on Analytics: The New
Science of Winning, by Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris, Harvard Business School
Press, March 2007.
Data-driven metrics can help teams make informed decisions. With organizations
collecting more data than ever before, they can learn to use that information to help make datadriven business decisions. Data is a set of individual facts and information is facts that are
interwoven together to provide a meaningful insight. Even though a firm has a vast amount of
data, the information can be hard to organize and integrate into decision-making processes.
Without a comprehensive BI strategy, data will continue to be used in a limited capacity and
provide a fraction of its potential value. Pearson and Wegener (2013) share organizations that
have a defined BI program, consistently score in the top quartile of financial performance for
their industries. BI is not very well defined and the components that help organizations make
data-driven decisions are scattered across multiple sources. Abe (2014) wrote, “Today’s BI
analyst jobs are truly hybrid positions, and employers are looking for the best of both worlds:
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tech-savvy data experts who can seamlessly transition into the business world” (p. 1). A
comprehensive guide that teaches BI skills is needed.
Conceptual Framework
There are many facets to a BI program and a common BI architecture has five distinct
layers. Ong, Siew, & Wong (2011) listed that the five BI layers should consist of a “data source,
extract transform load (ETL), data warehouse, end user, and metadata layers” (p. 1). Specifically,
the data source, ETL, and data warehouse layers consist of managing data and data operations.
They further suggested “the end user layer consists of tools that display information in different
formats to different users” (p. 6). The end user layer contains functional components such as
analytics, delivery visualizations, and application consumption. Metadata connects the end user
layer to business users to provide metric context. Based on the data sources, end user layer, and
metadata, this study addresses the following five categories: (a) data management, (b) intelligent
calculations, (c) delivery mode, (d) consumption device, and (e) business enablement. The data
management section will focus on data source type, data volume, and connections. The
intelligent calculation will focus on the analytical functions used to answer questions. The
delivery mode will analyze visualization and metric delivery. The consumption device will
review tools in which metrics are delivered. Finally, business enablement will analyze topics
such as training, delivery, and support.
A fundamental tenet to this study is that data can be applied to decision processes to
make better choices. Data can be systematically applied to business questions to integrate facts
into the decision-making process. Thomas Saaty (1990) created the analytical hierarchy process
(AHP) to improve the decision-making process. The AHP system uses mathematic and
psychology techniques that help provide context for better decisions. As data volumes continue
to increase, the AHP framework can be applied to help select the best data attributes to answer
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the question. The AHP framework highlights that data can be used as an input to make a better
decision.
Measuring BI Efficacy
In order to define BI best practices appropriately, a conceptual definition of success and
better need to be defined. What does BI success look like? According to Yeoh and Koronios
(2010) the implementation of a BI system is a complex undertaking that requires considerable
resources to implement successfully. Their research focus aimed to bridge the gap between
implementation theory and practitioners by reviewing the critical success factors influencing BI
success. They conducted a qualitative study to help define the critical success factors that enable
BI success and the metrics they highlighted are user adoption, return on investment (ROI), and
process sigma efficiency calculations. Yeoh & Koronios (2010) shared “If the business vision is
not thoroughly understood, it would eventually impact the adoption and outcome of the BI
system” (p. 26).
BI Program Skill Facets
BI programs are dynamic. Howson (2014) suggested BI is an interconnected program
that connects people, process, and tools. Duarte (2010) identified specific delivery styles such as
dashboards, scorecards, & visual discovery tools that are essential for communicating the value
of information. Sabherwal and Fernandez (2011) determined that data sources store raw facts in
a range of formats using a variety of utilities. Davenport and Harris (2007) presented intelligence
as a calculated response to a spectrum of analytic methods to answer a question. The range of
segmented literature makes it hard to conceptually understand what is in a BI program.
To better understand the components within a BI program, sources for this study were
analyzed and grouped into segments by theme during the literature review process. Based on the
initial analysis of BI architecture and sources, a BI program can be conceptually organized into
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five distinct phases. Data is acquired, calculated, delivered, consumed, and integrated into
decision processes. These components were shared within the conceptual framework. This
analysis reviewed each of the five components to examine the critical success factor for each
segment. Each cluster is a vital component to enable organizations to make data-driven
decisions.
Skill Facet 1-Data Management
Data management is the first skill facet laying the foundation. The first foundational layer
is data management. It covers a vast area and includes data sources, loading jobs, and in-memory
tools. These tools help store the raw data. Provost and Fawcett (2013) noted there are many
concepts and skills an effective data organization needs to know. In data management, being able
to select the proper container to store the raw data is extremely important. There are a spectrum
of containers such data cubes, databases, and Hadoop that can be used to store the raw facts.
Sabherwal and Fernandez (2011) deconstructed how decisions are made with data. They
suggested “data is raw facts, observations, or perceptions” (p. 5) and “information typically
involves the manipulation of raw data to obtain a more meaningful indication of trends” (p. 5).
New sources of data are continuously being identified. Data has a lifecycle that includes
everything from acquisition to retirement. Sherman (2015) has done extensive research on
analytic lifecycles. The lifecycle hones in on processes, tools, and architecture needed to have a
strong business intelligence program. Without a strong data management ecosystem, data is
useless. Sherman (2015) went into detail on how to best store and integrate data into daily
processes. The integration helps teams use information more effectively with their decisions.
Sherman (2015) clarified data and information when he stated, “Data is raw, random, and
unorganized. Information is data that has been organized, structured, and processed” (p. 9).
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Skill Facet 2-Intelligence and Calculation
In the intelligence layer, analytical methods are applied to the raw data. The methods are
used to calculate results that are answers to the business question. As questions get more
sophisticated, the methods must be strengthened to help answer the questions. The intelligence
layer takes the raw data and creates information by applying mathematical logic. The
information output is then used to answer business questions. Figure 5 is a conceptual
representation of how business questions are aligned to analytical methods.

Figure 5. Analytical Intelligence Methods. Adapted from Competing on Analytics: The New
Science of Winning, by Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris, Harvard Business School
Press, March 2007.
There are a vast amount of questions and types of questions that can be asked. Popovic,
Hackney, Coelho, and Jaklic (2012) reviewed the relationships between BI maturity, information
quality, analytical decision-making culture, and the use of information for decision-making as
significant elements of the success. In the study, two segments were statistically linked to BI
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maturity. These segments were access to information content and access to quality of the data.
Culture is linked to better decision-making capabilities. Pulling out those attributes and success
factors are a key to building a better BI program.
Chen, Chiang, and Storey (2012) referenced the exponential growth of data within
organizations. The additional data provides big opportunities for deeper insights. When data
volumes become very large, special tools are set up to extract as much information as possible.
The immense amount of data being captured allows a team to track granular levels of metrics.
The additional data context provides a variety of opportunities to statistically categorize, classify,
and predict new insights. Technologies in the intelligence layers are advancing rapidly. Two
examples are machine learning and artificial intelligence. What used to take a group of scientists
a great deal of time to manually analyze is now automated. An organization needs to adopt the
new tools and techniques to remain competitive as the volume of data grows exponentially.
Skill Facet 3-Delivery Mode
The third layer of a BI system is delivery mode. There are four primary styles used to
deliver insights. These styles are dashboards, grids, visual analysis, and alerts. Each one of these
is used to convey analytical insights. Sometimes a visual reference conveys meaning much more
effectively than a grid analysis of thousands of records. Duarte (2010) shared “it’s still the dawn
of the information age, and we are all over-whelmed with too many messages bombarding us and
trying to lure us to acquire and consume information” (p. xix). The volume of information
businesses have to consume is large and can be hard to understand. BI solutions help to provide
the right information at the right time. A great way to arrange information into a consumable
format is by visualizing the data and telling a story with the visualizations. According to Duarte
(2010), “campfires have been replaced with projector bulbs, and the power of story has eluded
presenters in the workplace” (p. 17). The story can take complex data and break it into
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consumable components. This approach can enable individuals to understand the information
and make better business decisions.
Duarte showed compelling visualization examples to engage audiences and present
information. Her communication style aligns with the User Story process. The story telling
approach inspires audiences to want to learn more about a particular subject. Instead of just
showing raw data, Duarte shared interactive approaches for presenting the information. The
visualizations follow a story telling format, which sets a comfortable tone for teams to use to
leverage understanding of the information. According to Duarte (2010), teams can “move from
data to meaning” (p. 117) by picking visual ways to display the message. She further indicates
that showing number grandness with contrast and size can help an audience understand the
number more effectively. Here is an example of a dashboard that uses visual references.

Metric examples
A & B using a
map visual

Metric example
C using a line
chart visual
Metric example
D using a bar
chart visual
Metric example
E using a area
chart visual

Figure 6 – BI Dashboard Example
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May (2009) put together a comprehensive review on the art, act, and science of analytics.
May (2009) shared that “analytics makes change understandable” (p. 44). BI analysts in many
ways are like artists. They paint a picture that describes what the data is showing. They must
select the right display methods to communicate and present the meaning of information. The
role of an analyst is vital but often overlooked. Aligning analyst output and roles is a key driver
for improving data-driven decisions. Analysts can communicate their results more effectively
with visual graphics. Visually displaying key insights so decision makers can review and
understand the analytics provides a strong competitive advantage for organizations. May (2009)
wrote “The information value chain-arguably a huge potential source of competitive advantageis undocumented and unmanaged in most enterprises today” (p. 46).
Skill Facet 4-Consumption Device
The forth cluster of BI is selecting a consumption device. There are four primary devices
used to consume information. These devices are desktops, laptops, tablets, and smart phones.
Henschen (2014) shared business intelligence platforms are tools that help enable organizations
to answer questions with their data. The article referenced the Gartner rating system, which is a
known industry standard. The rating system is broken into four quadrants and plots each of the
individual tools. Henschen (2014) compared the Gartner ratings for BI platforms in 2014 and
2013. The difference between the 2014 and 2013 ratings showed a shift in BI tools that are visual
discovery oriented. The tools are important because they extend capabilities to enable users to
consume information on specific devices. Not all BI platforms address the needs for each device.
Teams need to understand the strengths and weaknesses of specific tools to address the business
questions in their area.
BI platforms are also rapidly evolving. New capabilities are being extended on a regular
basis. For example, seven years ago most business intelligence tools did not offer mobile device
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outputs. With rapid innovations, Pellet (2015) argued that software will soon be the life blood of
every company. The new innovations can bring risks and more planning is needed to mitigate
unintended consequences. If an organization chooses to invest in the wrong tool, a delay in
implementing new innovations may occur because of dysfunctional components within the
application.
Skill Facet 5-Business Enablement
The fifth segment to a successful BI program is the business enablement layer. Business
enablement covers many distinct areas. Some of these areas are training, metadata, quality, and
user support. Training is a key foundation to enabling organizations to use their data to provide
better insights. New business analytics will have limited value if teams are not properly trained
on how to use insights provided. A strong education component must be setup to have a
successful BI program.
Papa (2010) explored the process for data-driven decision-making and technology
leadership, and indicated one of the first steps is to set a vision. Papa (2010) shared the vision
must be comprehensive enough to cover technology, teaching tools, leadership approach, and
processes. Training, metadata instruction, process education, and teaching tools must be a part of
the business enablement program. Each one of these segments is essential for leading a
successful program. The vision will help the organization buy into the direction of the group.
Training and education have evolved drastically in the last twenty years. Social networks,
distance learning, electronic global communications, anywhere access, and application learning
solutions have all transformed the way we learn. Collins & Halverson (2009) contended that
these new learning styles need to be better integrated into teaching environments. Integrating
some of the new technology tools into the learning process can help to produce better and
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quicker results. Applying these concepts helps teams to learn and understand BI analytics and
tools more effectively.
In order to setup a BI training program, a learning management approach should be used.
The National Education Technology Plan (2015) presented a style of learning enabled by
technology. The style shares goals and recommendations in five essential areas. The focus areas
are learning, assessment, teaching, infrastructure, and productivity. The plan highlights
components such as infrastructure access. The goal of the infrastructure access is to provide
educators with comprehensive infrastructure for learning when they need it. Another area of the
plan is assessment. The goal of assessment is to measure what matters. In order to measure
effectively, the plan must collect data when students are learning to effectively adjust a style
when needed.
Culture is another aspect to business enablement. Promoting a culture that fosters early
adoption and use of new tools is important to maintaining continuous improvement. Fullan
(2007) provided details about the core values and practice needed at all levels of the
organization. Fullan (2007) contended that changing the culture does not just happen at one level
of the organization, it happens at every level of the organization. Fullan (2007) wrote “Good
leaders foster good leadership at other levels” (p. 8). In order to improve BI adoption, a plan is
needed to engage all levels of the organization to effectively implement a BI program. The
Fullan (2007) materials use cases, referenced ideas, and theories for more effective changes.
Training programs and cultural adoption of the solutions need to happen at all levels of the
organization.
The University of Arizona library (2017) listed “metadata explains the origin, purpose,
time, geographic location, creator, access, and terms of use of the data” (p.1). Metadata provides
perspective about metrics, attributes, and facts being used for data-driven decisions. Data is hard
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to interpret without this perspective and background. The need for metadata is increasing as
volumes of data continue to grow. Pomerantz (2015) wrote, “in the modern era, of ubiquitous
electronics nearly every device you use relies on metadata or generates it, or both” (p.1). The
additional metadata context can provide details about the information in order to make a better
decision.
BI Market Size
The BI market is large and growing. Gartner (2016) listed the BI market increased 5.3%
from 2015-2016 and is now an estimated $16.9 billion dollars. Every major industry uses BI. As
data volumes increase and continue to grow, demand for BI tools will also increase. BI database
tools are also following this trend. Columbus (2015) wrote “Wikibon projects the Big Data
market will top $84B in 2026, attaining a 17% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) for the
forecast period 2011 to 2026” (p. 1). The rapid ascension of data is pushing an increasing the
demand for BI tools to enable data-driven decisions. BI skills are needed more than ever to
compliment these tools.
BI Implementation and Application
Define the problem. As simple as that sounds, this step is often overlooked. Sometimes
teams purchase technology solutions because of a neat feature but never use it for an actual
application. Implementing BI starts with defining the problem. Bardach (2011) provided an
eight-step framework that helps organizations to analyze options and provides guidance on how
to effectively define the problem. Bardach (2011) stated “Your first problem definition is a
crucial step: it gives you both a reason for doing all the work necessary to complete the project
and a sense of direction for your evidence gathering activity” (p. 1). Without a clearly defined
problem teams will not be able to make sound strategic investment choices. The inverse option
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of purchasing a technology tool and then looking for a problem that has been solved leads one
down a risky path.
Collier (2012) listed the value of an agile approach to help develop great analytical
solutions and also shared the value of starting with the business problem. Collier (2012) defined
a User Story process to help explain the business problem. The User Story process helps put
together a narrative of the pain points and goals stakeholders are hoping to solve. Collier (2012)
stated that the User Story is essential to understanding the problem one is trying to solve.
Defining the problem and clear questions for which an answer is needed is the first step to
building a great analytical solution. Too often, individuals begin analytical development but do
not clearly identify the problem. Abbott (2014) shared ways to leverage User Story techniques
and gives examples of how to measure the business value. Abbott (2014) listed “As
organizations collect more data and begin to summarize it, there is a natural progression toward
using the data to improve estimates, forecasts, decisions, and ultimately efficiency” (p. 3). The
User Story process will help to clearly identify the problem and what needs to be developed.
Davenport, Harris, and Morison (2010) highlighted each organization has decision points where
analytics can be used. Behind each of those decision points is a User Story. Davenport, Harris,
and Morison (2010) wrote, “Putting analytics to work is about improving performance in key
business domains using data and analysis” (p. 1). Each of the potential improvements can be
described with a User Story.
The next area is release and development planning. As User Stories are created, a release
and development plan needs to be created. According to Al-Weshail, Baxter, Cherry, Hill, Jones
III, and Love (1996), technology planning is an activity that helps users understand where they
are and imagine where they want to go. Even though this source is from the 1990’s, it has stood
the test of time and is worth consideration. The planning process helps identify the current state
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of technology. In the identify stage, details start to emerge that show how the team can provide
an ongoing assessment. The assessment and planning process drive future capabilities. This
process must continue indefinitely so the organization can experience continuous improvement.
User needs and stories will be submitted on an ongoing basis. Packaging the needs and stories
into a release plan is a critical component to a BI programs success.
Training and education play an important role in effectively implementing BI.
Parthasarathy (2011) argued that training is a key tool that BI teams can employ to get users to
better adopt BI solutions. The training needs to be business oriented and focus on how the
solution will make things better, not the technology. Parthasarathy (2011) said “if BI training is
worked out to make it look like an IT training, then the game is lost” (p. 1). A training program
that focuses on the solution rather than technology features can help to better implement BI tools
according to Parthasarathy (2011).
Conclusion
BI is a vast and multilayered field that needs to have a dedicated scope to research
properly. There is a lot of fragmented research that highlights individual BI details. There is
minimal material that strives to interconnect the components within a BI program and analyze
their effectiveness to enable data-driven decisions. This literature review focused on defining the
BI components to study and the skills needed to make better data-driven decisions. The process
to enable organizations to make data-driven decisions with BI is evolving. This review cast a
wide net and constructed a foundation where future work can be built upon.
The first BI layer is data management. In the data management layer, a data storage
strategy needs to be set. The foundation layer is the raw data and it is used to help build
analytical solutions. The data management strategy should cover tools such as databases, Hadoop
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storage, application program interfaces, and in-memory services. The repositories have a data
lifecycle that covers data acquisition, monitoring, and retirement policies.
In the second layer, intelligence, there is a spectrum of analytic methods. The analytics
use the raw data to calculate answers. The answers are snapshots of information used to answer
questions. There are basic types of calculations that use functions such as sum, mean, rank,
median, and max. There are advanced types of calculations that predict, classify, associate, and
group information statistically that are known as advanced analytics.
The third layer is BI delivery modes. BI delivery modes are ways to present and
communicate information. Data visualization is a new approach for communicating information
with a lot of fresh research available. People often read pictures better than they do numbers and
data visualization can communicate sophisticated numbers with a simple image. There are some
exciting data visualization areas to explore further that can help transform organizations to be
more receptive to metric based processes.
The forth layer is consumption devices. BI styles can be syndicated to various devices.
These devices are desktops, laptops, tablets, and smart phones. Using certain devices may help to
communicate information better based on the user story. For example, for an engineer who needs
to take a reading in the field, it may be more conducive to communicate the information using a
mobile tablet.
Business enablement is the fifth layer. Business enablement helps to plan, train,
implement, and lead the organization to use BI. Business enablement helps to assist users to
consume the information. Without a business enablement program, user adoption will be low. To
maximize the return on investment (ROI) of a BI program, an adoption of the solution needs to
occur.
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BI has interconnected layers that provide a foundation to make data-driven decisions.
Clustering research sources into components is a useful exercise to organize content for reviews
of this nature. The content can be systematically analyzed to review how pieces connect to each
other. The mosaic approach starts to form a pattern when materials are viewed from a proper
trajectory. The clusters of content create foundational segments that fit together to construct the
entire picture. Setting a baseline of BI components, skills, and best practices that help
organizations make data-driven decisions will provide a launch pad for future research
discoveries.
Gartner (2016) listed data that show that billions are being spent yearly on BI technology
and the yearly investments are increasing. The opportunity is big. As data volumes continue to
grow the need to transform facts into meaningful information also increases. Technology is only
part of the solution and further study into what skills should be taught to industry professionals is
needed. Research on BI skills and training can help many organizations make more informed
data-driven decisions and obtain a better return on the BI investment.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This study explores BI skills that help to enable better data-driven decisions. Guiding
this study is the primary question: What BI skills should be taught to industry professionals to
enable better data-driven decisions? The baseline assumption guiding this research is that a
decision made with data is a better decision. Data can be systematically applied to questions to
help improve the decision-making process. Data is a key input that helps people make more
informed decisions. As leaders in organizations work on improving BI applications that help to
enable data-driven decisions, skills need to be taught to industry professionals.
Based on the idea that a data-driven decision is a better decision, BI components were
organized into five distinct categories to further study BI skills and how they can be applied to
make data-driven decisions. These categories are data management, intelligent calculation or
analytics, delivery output, device consumption, and business enablement. The creation of the
categories led to a more granular definition of BI subcomponents to include in the study. The
study addressed the following questions:
•

What BI skills should be taught to industry professionals to enable better data-driven
decisions?
o What has historically worked well while teaching BI skills?
o What has not historically worked well while teaching BI skills?
o What are the challenges of current BI training programs?
o What does an ideal BI training program include?
o What BI skills have been helpful for increasing user adoption?
The study uses a phenomenological data collection method. Creswell (2013) shared that

“the basic purpose of phenomenology is to reduce individual experiences with a phenomenon to
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a description of the universal essence” (p. 76). To help understand the universal essence about
teaching BI skills, a survey was conducted and interviews performed. A survey was sent to
participants from several organizations to learn more about their BI experiences and using data to
make decisions. In addition to the survey, four interviews were conducted with BI executives to
learn more about the BI skills needed to be successful.
Perspective of the Researcher
The volume of data organizations have is rapidly expanding. This data can be more
effectively used and applied to the decision process. A fundamental theory guiding this study is
the concept that a decision that is made based on facts is a better decision. BI techniques help to
integrate actionable data into the decision process. Data has limited value when it is not available
for the decision process in an organized fashion. This study focused on the BI skills that need to
be taught in order to enable better data-driven decisions.
Setting
Data is used in the decision process within many industries and organizations. This study
focused on the BI skills needed to develop solutions for private sector organizations that use
financial metrics to make business decisions. The phenomenological research process explores
common events in which participants are asked two general questions. The first question
Creswell (2013) encouraged a researcher to ask a participant is “what have you experienced in
terms of the phenomenon” (p. 81). This enables the researcher to collect data and look for trends
about the phenomenon. The second question Creswell (2013) encouraged is “what contexts or
situations have typically influenced or affected your experiences of the phenomenon” (p. 81).
The question provides background information about the root causes that may possibly
contribute to the phenomenon. In order to capture the phenomenological experiences, a survey
and interviews were conducted.
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The surveys were electronically administered by means of a website and the information
collected within a database. The survey was accessible from mobile devices and desktop
computers through a web browser. The survey was sent out to the selected participants via email
and social media messages. The survey contained fewer than forty multiple choice questions.
The survey questions captured metadata about the participant and details on the phenomenon.
The participant metadata included attributes such as organization type, size, and location. Data
management, intelligent calculations, delivery mode, consumption, and business enablement
experiences were captured in the remaining survey questions. The survey target participants were
from private sector firms who have an existing BI tool within their organization. Survey themes
were compared and integrated with the themes gathered in interviews to form a foundation for
this initial study, accessing a larger sample of experts.
The interviews were conducted with four BI executives who are subject matter experts in
the field. The interview participants were specifically selected and are four individuals who
manage BI teams and programs. The participants were selected because of their BI experience,
the size of the organization they work with, and their exposure to new data science technologies.
The participants had a minimum of ten years of BI experience and the participant organization
had at least 1 billion in market capitalization. The participants had experience working with
mobile devices, databases, statistics, and web applications. The interview participants
represented the digital marketing and consulting sectors. The interviews were conducted inperson and over the telephone. The interview sessions were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed
for common phenomenon and trends, with themes analyzed according to the BI program
components.
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Participants
Creswell (2013) provides a framework where “data are collected from the individuals
who have experienced the phenomenon” (p. 81). The four interview participants are BI subject
matter experts who manage BI teams and programs. The interview participants were selected
because of their ten plus years of experience with BI, the size of organization in which they come
from, and experience with data science technologies. These factors were picked because they
represent organizations that have a large volume of data and a variety of decision needs. The
interview participants came from three large companies and represent the digital marketing and
consulting sectors. The interviewees had a role of senior manager or higher within the
organization and have a team of greater than ten team members.
The target participants for the survey were individuals who use BI technology and data to
make financial decisions in their respective fields. The survey gathered details on how the
participants use data to make decisions. Creswell (2013) stated “phenomenology provides a deep
understanding of a phenomenon as experienced by several individuals (p. 82). A minimum of
five industries were represented in the participant population to characterize a variety of
perspectives. The survey candidates came from a pool of BI consultants, BI application users,
and BI conference attendees. The BI technology applications included in the study population are
MicroStrategy, Tableau, Business Objects, Oracle, Datameer, Qlik, Sisense, Workday, and
Microsoft users. Each one of the tools is known in the analytics industry, has a consulting
network, and a user network. The list of candidates was constructed from the specific BI tool
consulting partner networks listed on their website, social media contacts from historic BI
conferences, and BI application users mined from LinkedIn.com.
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Data Collection Methods
Survey
The survey was built using SurveyMonkey.com and a custom web interface. The web
interface sent the survey information to a database for storage and analysis. The survey was
fewer than forty multiple choice questions. The survey collected participant metadata and key
metrics associated with data management, intelligent calculations, delivery output, device
consumption, and business enablement. Creswell (2013) stated phenomenological analysis can
“can follow systematic procedures that move from narrow units of analysis, and on to broader
units that summarize two elements, “what” the individuals have experienced and “how” they
have experienced it” (p. 79). The survey data collected identified trends associated with BI best
practices and lessons learned. Surveys were sent electronically using social media and email.
Interviews
Creswell (2013) wrote that phenomenological studies have “a data collection procedure
that involves typically interviewing individuals who have experience the phenomenon” (p. 79).
Interviews were conducted to collect additional data on BI best practices and lessons learned.
The interview format was semi-structured and scheduled for sixty minutes with four subject
matter experts. The four interview participants came from three distinct organizations. Preset
questions were prepared in advance to cover a baseline set of BI topics. The interviews were
conducted in-person and were recorded using a conference sharing platform. The recorded
sessions were analyzed for common phenomenon, trends and themes associated with the
participant feedback.
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Data Collection Timeframe
Table 1
Topic Timeframe
Topic

Timeframe

Participant selection and engagement

November-December 2016

Proposal Presentation & IRB

January 2017

Surveys & Interviews administered

February 2017

Data analysis and transcription

February -March 2017

Written analysis and dissertation presentation April-June 2017
Table 1. Topic Timeframe
Ethical Considerations
The study purpose and transparency into the process is a top priority. Participation in the
study was voluntary and a participant identity along with their organizational name is
confidential. Participant information and data is securely stored on a password protected virtual
windows server drive. Access to the source data files will be limited to me. Data results were
aggregated so individuals cannot be identified. Creswell (2013) shared, “a researcher protects the
anonymity of the informants, for example, by assigning numbers or aliases to individual” (p.
174). The stored data will also use a system of aliases for additional protection in the unlikely
event an individual record is viewed.
An informed consent process was administered. Before the survey was taken, a consent
notification was presented to the participant. The participant had the right to accept or decline the
consent notification. Participants that accepted the consent notification proceeded into the
survey. If a participant declined their consent, they were able exit and not take the survey. In the
interview process, participants were emailed an informed consent letter. In addition, before the
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interview questions began the participants were reminded of the informed consent and that their
participation is voluntary. After the interviews were transcribed and the content summarized, the
participants were allowed to review the transcript and summarized results, and add context as
they deemed necessary. The participants names remain confidential. A numeric indicator was
assigned to each of the participants and analyzed results will only refer to the numeric indicator.
The analyzed data was aggregated into a summary and did not identify an individual participant.
Analysis
Creswell (2013) advised that “data analysts go through the data and highlight significant
statements, sentences, or quotes that provide an understanding of how the participants
experienced the phenomenon” (p. 82). The four interviews had participants from three distinct
organizations and recorded using a web conference audio platform on a virtual windows server.
A list of significant events and statements were developed to help identify common themes and
trends within the data. After the list of significant events were created, the statements were
grouped into categorical themes. Descriptions of “what” the participant experienced and “how”
they experienced it will then be placed under each theme. Finally a summary analysis of what the
participants experienced and how they experienced it was written for each of the linked themes.
The transcribed interviews and summary results were shared with the participants to confirm the
essence of their experience is accurately captured. The participants had the opportunity to make
any additional edits before the results were aggregated into a group summary.
The survey data was collected, tallied, and quantified using standard statistical
techniques. The results were aggregated using Tableau, Excel, and R studio. The survey question
responses were grouped into themes. Participant responses were then summed, counted,
averaged, and quantified using various statistical functions. The aggregated data was then
analyzed for overall phenomenological trends and segmented tendencies around BI best practices
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for data-driven decisions. Finally the aggregated data was put into a summary analysis that
described what the participants experienced and how they experienced it.
Possible Limitations
A potential study limitation was that, once the data is collected, a common phenomenon
may not be easily identified. A key component to phenomenology is to highlight shared
experiences and trends. A trend is a number that is greater than one so part of the data analysis
process is to identify shared experiences that multiple participants have experienced. There was a
potential that once the data was collected, a shared set of BI skills may not be easily
distinguished. If there are only individual data points that do not align to a common trend then a
phenomenon cannot be presented. In order to mitigate this risk, extra time was spent to identify
candidates that had a specific set of BI experience and qualifications. The interviews were with a
small group of executives from a set of strategic organizations. The interviews provided an
executive perspective on BI experiences. In addition to the interviews, surveys were conducted
with BI subject matter experts. The surveys were designed to capture the experience of BI
professionals who work with analytic solutions. The interview and survey participants provided
divergence perspectives. The interview and survey data serves as a foundation for future study.
Conclusion
This qualitative study helps to define the BI skills that should be taught to industry
professionals and is a valuable addition to data science community. After reflecting on the study
goals, literature review, and research questions, I determined that the phenomenological research
methodology is optimal to conduct this type of study. Phenomenological studies help to capture
experiences that can be analyzed for trends. The trends can provide insights into what works well
and highlight opportunities for improvement. This type of insight is very beneficial to better
understand what BI skills should be taught to industry professionals. Organizations, industry
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professionals, instructors, and teams who use data to make decisions may all benefit from the
research insights. I feel confident in both the approach and process, and eager to share the study
insights to all that may benefit.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The purpose of this phenomenological study is to determine which BI skills professionals
believe should be taught to enable better data-driven decisions. To capture the experiences of the
participants, interviews and surveys were conducted. A total of thirty-one people participated in
the study. There were twenty-seven people who submitted survey responses and four individuals
who completed interviews. For the study, BI components were organized in the conceptual
framework into five distinct categories. These categories are data management, intelligent
calculation or analytics, delivery output, device consumption, and business enablement. The
creation of the categories led to a more granular definition of BI subcomponents and skills to
analyze.
Participant Characteristics: Survey
The survey participant characteristics analyzed three basic questions. The three questions
were: How long have you been working in BI? What industry do you work in? On a scale of 1to
5, how successful would you rate your BI program? 70.3% of the respondents had ten plus years
of experience and eleven industries were represented. 69.2% of the respondents who supplied a
rating, rated their BI programs as a success or extremely successful. Below is a detailed breakout
of the survey Participant Characteristics.
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Figure 7 - BI Experience

Figure 8 – BI Industry
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Figure 9 – BI Program Self-Assessment Rating
Participant Characteristics: Interview
Of those interviewed, each of the four participants had ten plus years of experience and
represented the digital media and consulting industries. Three of the four interview participants
classified their BI program as successful and one categorized their program as evolving. When
discussing the biggest strength of their programs, four specific items were shared from each
interview participant. The first strength was adaptability and being able to adjust to the program
rapidly to answer new or critical business questions. The second strength was data. Members of
the organization felt the data they had could be used as a strategic asset to separate them from
their competition. The third area was data wrangling. The company leaders felt that had assets in
place that really help them stitch large dataset together to answer questions. The fourth strength
was their knowledge of their BI technology. The group felt they really knew their BI tools well
and could use that knowledge to evolve their analytics programs.
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Presentation of Findings
In order to methodically display the findings, the variables were grouped into the
conceptual framework components. The first area is data management. The initial skill explored
data wrangling and the ability to join disparate data sources. The second area is math and
analytics. This are explored mathematical methods and the ability the use arithmetical techniques
to answer questions. The third area is consumption device and the ability to use the right device
for the best use case. The fourth area is delivery mode and the ability to use visual output to
communicate what the numbers are suggesting. The fifth area is metadata and being able to
understand the context of the information being presented. The sixth area is data quality and the
ability to accurately display results. Each of these variables was analyzed and a general summary
comments section was added.
Data Management-Wrangling: Survey
When looking at data wrangling, six questions were asked to better understand data
wrangling characteristics such as training, importance, user adoption, and class preference. All
twenty-seven participants answered the six data wrangling questions. 96.2% of the respondents
who commented indicated that data wrangling is either important or extremely important. When
looking at data wrangling classes, over 66.7% of the respondents have taken a data wrangling
class. The next training area looked at whether the participant organization had a data wrangling
training program and approximately 37% of the population indicated they do have a data
wrangling training programs. 65.4% of those participants who commented indicated an online
preference for taking a data wrangling course if they have the choice. The last characteristic is
user adoption. 80.8% of the respondents who commented indicated if the proper data wrangling
course were available it would influence or majorly influence user adoption. Here is the full set
of results by question:
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Figure 10 – Data Wrangling Importance

Figure 11 – Data Wrangling Classes
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Figure 12 – Data Wrangling Training Program

Figure 13 – Data Wrangling and User Adoption
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Figure 14 – Data Wrangling Class Format
In addition to the six structure data wrangling questions, participants were able to enter free
from comments to answer; are there any data visualizations topics you would like to see in a
training program. There were four basic topical themes to the free form data wrangling
comments. The first theme was governance. The need expressed is a measurable trade-off
between speed of data access and environment governance. There may be governing principles
and policies that enable an optimal balance without letting the environment get out of control.
The second theme was associated with teaching data wrangling best practices. The idea
expressed here was there are dedicated best practices for wrangling structured and unstructured
data. Unstructured data sources are rapidly expanding. The need to blend structured data with the
unstructured sources is also increasing. Best practices on how to perform this function would be
valuable to the data science community. The third theme was “big data”. The comments
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expressed here indicate there are optimal ways to design data processing tasks. An example of
this is pushing calculations to the lowest level. There is a need to teach these types of techniques
to new analysts. The forth theme is architecture. The ideas expressed here suggest there is an
ideal architecture for data wrangling. As hardware gets better, options like virtualization, inmemory processing, and pre-processing tools enable analysts to work more efficiently. The
updated techniques and tools should be taught to new analysts.
Data Management-Wrangling: Interview
All four interview participants identified data wrangling as a useful skill. Interview
participant A shared, “there's also a value in very quickly pulling together different datasets from
different systems and being able to create a very good representation of where you're at because
that drives the action”. Participant A indicated that data wrangling provides the ability to use data
to answer questions very quickly. Interview D listed that “when you have the ability to sort of
wrangle and figure out how all these pieces are related, I think that I think that opens up a lot of
opportunity”.
While all four participants shared data wrangling is a useful skill, two participants shared
data wrangling can get out of control unless governed properly. Interview Participant C said “the
problem with data wrangling is you can go all over the place with sources you can join”. If
groups are endlessly stitching datasets together, it creates chaos. The overuse of wrangling can
open the team up to quality issues and misuse of the information being presented. The interviews
also indicated that wrangling is useful but it is optimal to use the skills in cases where an
acceptable tolerance threshold for data quality has been established.
Analytics & Math: Survey
When looking at analytics and math, a set of six questions similar to data wrangling were
asked to better understand analytic characteristics. All twenty-seven participants answered each
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of the six analytics and math questions. 85.2% of the respondents indicated that analytics and
math is either important or extremely important. When looking at analytics and math classes,
over 48.1% have taken an analytics or math class. The next area looked at whether the
participant organization had an analytics and math training program and approximately 33.3% of
the population indicated they do. Over 57.7% of those participants who commented indicated an
online preference for taking an analytics or math course if they have the choice. For user
adoption, 70.4% of the respondents indicated if the proper analytics and math course were
available it would influence or majorly influence user adoption. Here is the full set of results by
question:

Figure 15 – Math and Analytics Rating
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Figure 16 – Math and Analytics Classes

Figure 17 – Math and Analytics Training Program
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Figure 18 – Math and Analytics User Adoption

Figure 19 – Math and Analytics Class Format
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Are there any math and analytics topics you would like to see in a training program?
Similar to the data wrangling section, this free form text question was asked at the end of the
math and analytics section. There were three themes of free form comments provided in the math
and analytics responses. The first theme is statistics. The need expressed here mentioned that
developers have access to hundreds of functions. A practical training that shows what questions
the functions can answer and examples of ideal use cases they work best in would be extremely
beneficial. The next topical theme was machine learning. The need expressed is more training is
needed on how to create, design, and administer machine learning applications. The third theme
was advanced analytic programming with R and Python. These languages are increasing in
importance and visibility. There are a limited number of professionals who are proficient in these
key data science languages. R and Python tools are widely accessible but few people truly
understand how to use them.
Analytics & Math: Interview
When it comes to mathematical functions interview participant A shared, “it is a
spectrum”. At the beginning of the spectrum basic functions exist and at the upper end of the
spectrum more advanced functions are available to answer the question. Machine learning is on
the upper end of the spectrum. Participant A said the following about machine learning “I
consider that more and more to be automation”. The machine automatically helps to apply the
best method to the right use case. Participant A indicated as methods are selected to calculate
answers there are pros and cons. A misaligned use of methods and questions can over engineer
or misuse the information. Interview participant B mentioned “a lot of what we had to
historically do was more around just getting the data right and doing simple analysis”.
Participant B also shared “some of those higher and advanced mathematical or statistical skills,
we didn't get to use them much because business just wasn't even there yet”. Participant B shared
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that they are now actively exploring some of the more sophisticated use cases and advanced
analytic skills sets would be helpful. When it comes to the analytical spectrum interview,
Participant C shared they are also working on the basics. They also have a desire to use more
advanced methods to potential answer more complex questions. Interview participant D shared
they need analytic experts to guide them to use the correct technique. The experts help to instill
confidence into the process.
Data Visualization: Survey
For data visualization, ninety-six plus percent of the respondents indicated that data
visualization is either important or extremely important. All twenty-seven participants answered
each of the six data visualization questions. When looking at data visualization class responses,
77.8% plus percent of the respondents have taken a data visualization class while 37% of the
respondents indicated their organization has a data visualization training program. 55.6% of
those participants indicated an online preference for taking a data visualization course if they
have the choice. 100% of the respondents indicated if the proper data visualization course were
available it would influence user adoption. Here is the full set of results by question:
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Figure 20 – Data Visualization Rating

Figure 21 – Data Visualization Classes
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Figure 22 – Data Visualization Training

Figure 23 – Data Visualization User Adoption
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Figure 24 – Data Visualization Class Format
For the free form question on are there any specific data visualization topics participants
would like to see in a training program, five data visualization themes were expressed. The first
topical theme was data visualization best practices. The training need expressed here is more
education is needed to show when certain data visualizations should be used. In addition to
showing when visualizations should be used, there is also a need to better understand how to best
display the particular chart. With properties such as color, size, font, and drilling, it can be
overwhelming to understand all the various angles. The second theme was integration. An outof-the-box BI tool may not have all the visual types needed to communicate a data-driven
message appropriately. There are a lot of custom visualizations available for developers to
integrate into their applications. A training that shows how to integrate third party visuals like D3
would be extremely helpful. The third theme is workflow. Several comments that were submitted
indicated they would like some help understanding the best way to layout a dashboard, drill into
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the details, and provide a flow of information that works optimally for end users. The next theme
is data density. The need expressed revolved around determining what the right amount of data
for the situation is so it does not overwhelm the user, making sure the information provides the
right perspective, and designing the visualization so it does not inadvertently skew the results.
The fifth and final data visualization theme was human factors. More training is needed for
analysts on the factors that influence users make better decisions with the visuals they are using.
Understanding how users make decision is important so analysts can more effectively serve up
information.
Data Visualization: Interview
All four interview participants indicated data visualization training would be helpful.
Participant D said that data visualization is “hugely influential to end users”. Participant D also
mentions “one of the things I think visualization is really helping with is helping people ask even
more thoughtful and thorough questions. Interview participant B shared “I think been helpful.
There are certainly some…some of the team members are stronger than others. But when it
succeeds it's powerful”. Participant B also shared visualizations can help to provide context to
the answers. When asked if they have any data visualization techniques incorporated into their
training, Participant C said: “they do not currently but that is something that would be very
valuable”.
Consumption Device: Survey
For consumption device, 66.7% of the respondents indicated that a mobile device is
either important or extremely important. When looking at consumption device classes, 48.1% of
the respondents have taken a device specific class. The next area reviewed is whether the
participant organization had a consumption device training program and approximately 11.1% of
the population indicated they do have a consumption device training program. 51.9% of those
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participants indicated an online preference for taking a consumption device course if they have
the choice. The last characteristic is user adoption. 70.4% of the respondents indicated if the
proper consumption device course were available it would influence or greatly influence user
adoption. Here is the full set of results by question:

Figure 25 – Data Device Rating
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Figure 26 – Data Device Classes

Figure 27 – Data Device Training
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Figure 28– Data Device User Adoption

Figure 29 – Data Device Format
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Are there any specific data device topics you would like to see in a training program?
There was one primary theme from the free form comments that was submitted. The theme was
device best practices and being able to design solutions by mobile device. The screen size
difference between a desktop, tablet, and phone can be overwhelming for new developers. A
training class that highlights screen size properties, device use cases, and best practices would be
extremely beneficial.
Consumption Device: Interview
When asked if they thought having some type of training around device specific BI
would be helpful: Participant C said, “Yes, very much so. Because I think the world is changing
so much. There's so many different devices and there are strengths and weaknesses of each
device”. A device is a tool that helps integrate the user story into the end user’s work flow. It is
important to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the device so the right message can be
applied to the right device. Participant C also mentioned that “I think people need to understand
that you might write something differently for mobile devices versus a desktop. Mobile provides
instant access. Participant D furthered this point and suggested: “People want instant
gratification. They want to know things instantly and they all have a computer in their pocket”.
Participant A said, “It is more important to have people who understand how to translate that
need than it is to have people who can actually pull the data out. Pulling the data is a set of skills
that can be taught”. When Participant A was reflecting how this applies to device training they
stated “so back to that whole device that's actually more important. Understanding how people
are going to interface with the data being able to say okay this user is going to naturally interact
is critical”. A device helps to open up interaction channels with users so data-driven message can
be delivered better.
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Business Enablement-Quality: Survey
When analyzing data quality, 100% of the respondents indicated that data quality is either
important or extremely important. When looking at data quality classes, 37% of the respondents
have taken a data quality class. The next area reviewed was whether the participant organization
had a data quality training program and approximately 14.8% of the population indicated they do
have a data quality training program. 66.7% of those participants indicated an online preference
for taking a data quality course if they have the choice. The last characteristic is user adoption.
81.5% of the respondents indicated if the proper data quality course were available it would
influence user adoption. Here is the full set of results by question:

Figure 30 – Data Quality Rating
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Figure 31 – Data Quality Classes

Figure 32 - Data Quality Training
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Figure 33 – Data Quality User Adoption

Figure 34 – Data Quality Format
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For the free form data quality training question, seven themes of responses were evident in
the submissions. Theme one was governance and management. The message submitted was that
teams need to be able to better understand approaches on how to manage data quality, data
governance, and data stewards. Without the governance apparatus the environment becomes
chaotic. The second theme was traceability. The need involves teaching new industry
professionals on the background and value of data lineage so metric traceability can be
maintained. The next theme is return on investment (ROI). There is a cost and opportunity
associated with data quality. A better understanding on how a data quality ROI can be measured
would help organizations make more informed decisions about quality programs. The forth
theme was data quality tools. The need involves being able to better understand data quality tools
and some of their usage examples. New data quality tools are emerging but many groups are
struggling to better understand how they can apply them to their business. The fifth theme was
error exception processing and how to handle missing data values. Data is not always perfect and
several training needs were expressed around how teams should handle data quality exceptions.
The sixth theme was measurement systems. The need expressed by participants was training on
what techniques should be taught to be able to statistically define acceptable levels of data
quality. This would include improvement metrics, data health metrics, and corrective action
measurements. The seventh and final data quality theme is quality automation. The idea
expressed here is techniques like machine learning and software engineering development skills
can be applied to improve data quality. Automation and design practices will help to
systematically check for quality opportunities and successes in a mechanized fashion. How to
best apply these assets is a skill that needs to be taught.
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Business Enablement-Quality: Interview
Participant B shared data quality needs to be analyzed in concert with metadata. Data
quality is not possible without good metadata. When asked further about how metadata and
quality go together Participant B wrote, “I think it would and it goes back to trust”. Metadata
helps to establish trust in the data to prevent unintended assumptions and provide transparency
into the process. Participant A shared there is an implied trust and confidence in decisions that
come along with data quality. Tools, processes, and metadata help to install data quality
principles. Without the context and transparency of metadata, the trust in the information may
remain suspect.
Business Enablement-Metadata: Survey
When analyzing metadata, 96.2% of the respondents who commented indicated that
metadata is either important or extremely important. When looking at metadata classes, 40.7% of
the respondents have taken a metadata class. The next area looked at is whether the participant
organization had a metadata training program and approximately 22.2% of the population
indicated they do have a metadata training program. 66.7% of those participants indicated an
online preference for taking a metadata course if they have the choice. The last characteristic is
user adoption. 69.2% of the respondents who commented indicated if the proper metadata course
were available it would greatly influence user adoption. Here is the full set of results by question:
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Figure 35 – Metadata Rating

Figure 36 – Metadata Classes
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Figure 37 – Metadata Training

Figure 38 – Metadata User Adoption
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Figure 39 – Metadata Format
Are there any specific metadata topics you would like to see in a training program? Four
metadata themes were identified in the free form comments section. The first is data lineage.
Business definitions, formulas, and technical context, can call provide insights for data-driven
decisions. Teaching developers to integrate lineage context into their applications would be
extremely beneficial. The second is how to communicate metadata in a report so the end user can
understand the context. The need here looks to create training on how best integrate metadata
insights into dashboards, scorecards, and grid reports. The third theme is identifying data quality
rules tying to the related metadata. The situation described here it there is a fine line between an
application processing error and a user’s misunderstanding of what the metric is. Providing an
overview of metadata with the lens of quality would help to influence user adoption. The fourth
theme is training to find the right metadata policies and governance based on the size of the
organization. The value of metadata grows with the size of environment. At one point if common
metadata definitions don't exist and are not enforced, the organization would have anarchy.
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Small organizations with small data environments can get by with basic metadata context but the
metadata need exponentially increases as organizations get larger.
Business Enablement-Metadata: Interview
Interview participant A characterized metadata as “data about data” and it is important to
understand the broader picture. Metadata provides context and clues to how to use the
information. Participant A mentioned “data without an understanding of where it sits in terms of
the broader picture is useless”. This context helps to provide an overview of what you can and
cannot do with the data. Participant B mentioned the following about metadata and user
adoption, “I think that would go a long way gaining adoption and making more informed
decisions”. They suggested that it informs people about the context of information they are
looking at. Metadata areas such as data lineage directly affect quality. Participant B spoke of
how most BI training seems to be limited to tools unfortunately. The mentioned that people use
the wrong metric without metadata setup. Participant C also said that metadata “is crucial” and
that it “helps to keep your BI environment clean”. The most important thing it provides is
context so information is properly used. Participant D mentioned their needs for metadata are
evolving. Their environment is newer but context on how to use the information is really
important.
Overall Survey Comments
The last survey question asked if there were any additional comments or BI training areas
the participant would like to share. Comments that were submitted contained four themes. The
first theme addressed is BI roadmaps. The need expressed here was that a BI roadmap is needed
and many organizations struggle with putting this vision together. The next theme is culture.
Many decision processes are engrained into the existing organization. BI groups need to help
change the culture to be more data-driven in their decision-making processes. The third theme is
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seeing the big picture of what the data is saying so you do not get lost in the details. Sometimes
teams get wrapped up in individual metrics and do not see what the sum of the metric is saying
in its entirety. The fourth and final theme is governance. The idea expressed here is BI
environments can get out of control and cause confusion in the decision-making process. A
governance structure is needed that keeps the environment of the organization stable.
Conclusion
A total of 31 participants submitted data. The breakdown of study participants was
twenty-seven responses to the survey and four interview participants. The interviews were
performed in a semi-structured fashion and naturally flowed deeper when the participants wanted
to provide additional context. The survey asked forty dedicated questions that included seven
free form text questions. A total of 1080 survey data points were submitted. The blended
approach helped to capture a wide spectrum of results. Data management, analytics,
visualization, device consumption, and business enablement topics were all explored and
received a great deal of information. Each of those data components were organized against the
conceptual framework and provided a solid foundation of insights.
The data collected provides a solid foundation to interpret the results. The four interview
participants came from three distinct organizations and each had ten plus years of BI experience.
The survey participants represented eleven industries and 70.4% of the survey respondents had
ten plus years of experience. The survey and interview data represent a diverse collection of BI
experiences. Those experiences can be put together to share skills that should be taught and best
practices for teaching the skills. The interview and survey data can be interpreted to create a
conclusion that achieves the overall research goals.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
We are living in an exciting era for data science. Technological advances and further
integration of mobile applications into daily routines are continuing to bring data closer to our
lives. These advances are exponentially increasing the volume of data to which organizations
have access. Strategic gateways of information are emerging and it is up to organizations to
integrate these gateways into their decision-making process. BI harnesses this information and
enables teams to convert their data assets into meaningful insights in order to provide the
competitive advantage organizations long to uncover.
It is more important than ever to understand the BI skills that better enable a data-driven
decision. There are many ways to make a data-driven decision and this study is focused on which
skills professionals think should be taught to improve BI performance. Technology, analytical
tools, metadata, data visualization, data wrangling, and data quality are all components that can
be a part of a BI program. For many BI training programs, the primary focus has traditionally
revolved around technology and analytics, leaving several nontechnical training opportunities
unnoticed. This study’s qualitative research has uncovered several opportunities outside of
traditional BI tool and technology training to improve data-driven decision processes.
BI and analytics training programs need to encompass more than just technology and
analytical training. Research areas, as identified in the conceptual framework, are made up of
data management, math and analytics, delivery mode, device consumption, and business
enablement. Within each of the areas, proposed BI skill variables were analyzed to understand
how they apply to the decision process. The following figure highlights the skill variables
organized by each of the conceptual framework areas.
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Figure 40 – Conceptual Framework Components & Variables
Five of these variables rated as important or higher based on their score. The survey data
indicates that many of the of participants think these nontechnical skills are important to a BI
program. Figure 41 illustrates the results of the survey scores:

Figure 41 – Average importance by area of importance
Research participant A shared, “BI programs are only successful if they are actually
adopted and taking action based on the results of that data”. Typically, user adoption is a
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measure that helps to quantify how often a BI solution is accessed. For the same six areas, four
out of the six received a score of four or higher from participants that provided a rating. This
rating indicates that these BI variables rate between the category of some influence and major
influence. The survey participants indicated that data quality, data wrangling, data visualization,
and metadata all have some type of influence on user adoption. Here is an output of the survey
scores:

Figure 42 – Average adoption by variable
Adoption and importance are independent factors and do not always correlate. A factor
can be important but may not necessarily influence adoption and vice versa. The survey data
indicated analytics is important but did not necessarily influence user adoption. This was
fascinating because the qualitative data suggests that math and analytics is important for
calculating answers to questions. Even though math and analytics is important, users may not
adopt the output into their daily routines if they do not understand or trust the information. This
starts to connect math and analytics to others areas such as data quality or metadata. When
comparing the adoption and importance factors, it is interesting to point out that data quality,
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data wrangling, data visualization all scored as both important and influencers of adoption.
Figure 43 provides a comparison of the two variables:

Figure 43 – Average importance and adoption compared with bar chart
Data visualization rating stands out amongst the other variables when importance is plotted next
to adoption. When combining importance and adoption, data visualization rates the highest.
Figure 44 provides a plot of the relationship:
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Figure 44 – Average importance and adoption compared with a plot
“People love stories because life is full of adventure and we’re hardwired to learn lessons
from observing change in others.” (Duarte, 2010, p.16) Insights need to be shared in a story
format. When it comes to training, Participant C shared “I think that training is really important
because it teaches them how to tell a story with data as opposed to just throwing data on a page”.
The story helps to explain how users should interpret and act on the data. Without the story, BI
analysis would seem more like random observations.
Each of the six areas integrated into the user story narrative plays a role in the
development of BI training programs. In addition to each area’s contribution, there are
relationships amongst the areas that influence the story and data-driven decision process. An
example of this is analyzing how data visualization and metadata work together to communicate
context. Outside of the training areas themselves, there are ways to incorporate them into a BI
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training program. Items such as training format preference help to identify how analysts may
prefer to take classes around a scheduled topic. These preferences and comments help to identify
an ideal setup and where opportunities may exist. The areas, training preferences, relationship
between the areas, and types of questions the areas answer will all be interpreted in the next
section.
Interpretation of Data
Data Management-Skill Data Wrangling
As data volumes increase, the need to have the ability to integrate disparate sources of
information also increases. Data wrangling is a skill that enables groups to bring disparate
sources of information together. The survey participants indicated that data wrangling is both an
important skill and influences user adoption. Figure 45 provides a summary of the participant
survey ratings:

Figure 45 – Data Wrangling average importance and adoption compared with bar graph
The interview participants also indicated data wrangling is a valuable BI skill and it should be
included in BI training programs. Participant A shared “there's also value in very quickly pulling
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together different datasets from different systems and being able to create a very good
representation of where you're at because that drives the action”. The ability to integrate
combined data sources into a decision process gives organizations a strategic advantage. As
volume and access to data increases, the need to have a data wrangling capability also increases.
When referring to data wrangling, Participant D said, “I think that's becoming even more
important”. The increased speed of information insights is helpful but a wrangling approach
needs to be planned out. Participant B mentioned “those that are successful in it plan out in
advance what questions they are attempting to answer and organize the data in such a manner”.
Instead of wrangling information endlessly and then looking for a problem that has been solved,
defining the questions that need to be answered and mapping the data to answer those questions
is a more organized approach. Participant C highlighted this point by saying “the problem with
data wrangling is you can go all over the place with sources you can join”. Start by defining the
questions that need to be answered and then map the data points that assist in answering the
questions. This way an organized approach to data wrangling can be taken.
When it comes to taking a data wrangling class, 66.7% of the survey participants
indicated that have taken a data wrangling class like SQL training. What is fascinating about this
is only 37% of participant organizations offer some type of data wrangling training. Most
participants are having to take a data wrangling class from outside vendors which means they are
potentially learning the skills on data sources which our not native to the organization. A big part
of data wrangling is understanding the metadata context of the data that is being brought
together. Wrangling misunderstood data creates chaos. If a data wrangling class were taught
internally, the metadata context and wrangling should be taught together. Furthermore 65% of
the participants who commented about data wrangling classes indicated a preference to take a
data wrangling class online. If an organization were to create a data wrangling training program,
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an online format could be leveraged. The online format could cover both the wrangling skill and
context in itself.
Math & Analytics
Mathematical methods can be applied to data to calculate quantitative answers to
questions. There is a spectrum of methods that can be applied to answer the question. The survey
participants indicated math and analytics is an important skill. This is a skill that is gaining more
and more attention as the volume of data in organizations increases. Data is being viewed more
as a strategic asset verses just an expense. Participant B said, “I would say there's more and more
emerging consensus from executives on how we can use analytics or data science as an
innovation driver”. The survey participants also ranked the skill between neutral and influence as
it related to user adoption. Figure 46 provides an overview of the results:

Figure 46 – Math & Analytics average importance & adoption compared with bar chart
The gap between importance and adoption in the survey is important to note. Participant A said
“individual users don't actually really understand some of the advanced mathematics”. In the
end, users are trying to use the analysis to make a decision. A metric may be a part of a
collection of quantitative indicators. In order turn quantitative measures into actionable insights,
metadata context and a storyline need to be established to come up with an outcome. Participant
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D shared the following point about analytics “turning that into a business outcome is important”.
An individual number by itself will not significantly affect adoption without metadata context.
Math & Analytics does play an extremely important part in how outcomes are put together but in
order to influence adoption, the metric needs to be interwoven into a story with metadata context.
Of the survey participants, 48% have taken an analytics class like R programming. In
addition, 33% of the survey participants indicated their organizations offers math and analytics
classes. It seems that when it comes to training 77% of the participants who commented
preferred to take a class with instructor. It did not necessarily matter if the class was online or in
person as long as it was lead by a live instructor. Research participants wanted the ability to
escalate question to a live instructor as the training material ventured into more complex
mathematical topics.
Data Visualizations
Data visualization had the highest adoption score and second highest importance score of
all the variables tested in the survey. Data visualization also stood out for the interview
participants. Participant D mentioned data visualization is “hugely influential to end users”.
Figure 47 summarizes the survey results:

Figure 47 – Data Visualization average importance & adoption compared with bar chart
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Data visualizations help to communicate context without overwhelming the end user with
numerous facts. Participant B said “I've heard and seen examples of where you can see the light
bulb moment that can go off for business users when they see their data visually”. The additional
context, ease of interpretation, and ability to integrate into a storyline helps users make decisions
through visualizations. The math behind the metric calculates individual answers while the
visualization communicates the metric narrative.
Several characteristics emerged around data visualization training. Nearly 78% of the
participants have taken a data visualization class while only 37% of participant organizations
have offered a class internally. When it comes to data visualization classes being offered,
interview Participant C said “they do not currently but that is something that would be very
valuable”. An opportunity exists for organizations to teach and define visualization principles
that help to communicate context when certain types of questions are being answered.
Visualizations are limitless in how they can be applied. An internal program can help to teach
new developers to focus on the story and here are the visualizations tools you can use to tell the
story. The class should be interactive, instructor led, focus on telling a story, and help developers
understand the human side of the decision-making process. Over 80% of the survey participants
preferred to have an instructor led data visualization course.
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Device Consumption
The device consumption variable had the lowest importance rating and second lowest
adoption rating. The importance and adoption scores were between three and four. Figure 48
summarizes the survey results:

Figure 48 – Device Consumption average importance & adoption compared with bar chart
This does not mean consumption devices are unimportant. The consumption device supports
only one component of telling the user a story through data. Participant A said it is a matter of
“understanding how people are going to interface with the data being able to say how this user is
going to naturally interact is critical”. The device enables developers to tell the story and open up
channels to engage users in their core environment. A device by itself is neutral but a device
combined with an effective BI delivery mechanism can tell an extremely valuable fact-based
nonfiction story. Participant B mentioned the following use case about devices is; “we have a
field sales force. It truly is just that they're out on the road and probably working in their car a lot
of the day”. Applying a device strategy to use cases like mobile sales forces will enable easier
access to answers. This may seem obvious but it does not make sense to build a device
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application where the use case does not call for it. Do not build a mobile application just because
mobile is trendy. A common use case that bubbles up where devices can be effective is capturing
feedback loops. For example, a sales person gets a lead. The lead on the device is useful and the
salesperson can see it when they are on the road. Having the sales person disposition the lead and
write back a status to the organizations helps to make better data-driven applications. The
disposition might be good lead, bad lead, or neutral lead. The best practical use case is a
feedback loop that creates an interactive engagement with the user verses static analytics. The
device creates valuable clues and data that can be further analyzed. Participant C said “there are
certain devices that have their strengths for certain parts of the messages you're trying to
deliver”. Aligning the message with the proper device that communicates the story most
effectively is a key theme with consumption devices. Participant A shared “this is how they're
going to operate with this data and provide answers in the most effective way with the
appropriate context”. The device is the tool in which to both consume and capture information
that once may have been blind spots for an organization.
When it comes to device training, 48% of survey participants have taken a device training
class and 11% of participant organizations have a device training program. Over half of the
survey participants indicated they would take the class in an online format. The comments
submitted that are associated with device training all center on best practices of how to
incorporate data into the user story. Align the story to the best device that captures and
communicates the data is the key training consideration.
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Data Quality
Data quality received the highest importance and second highest adoption rating. Data
quality is a vital component in the data-driven decision process. Figure 49 summarizes the results
of importance and adoption for data quality:

Figure 49 – Data Quality average importance & adoption compared with bar chart
Participant B characterized data quality as “I think it would and it goes back to trust”. There is
risk associated with making a decision. When making a data-driven decision, executives need to
trust that the data incorporated into the decision process is accurate. If people do not trust the
facts they see on the screen they will not incorporate them into their decision processes. The
other aspect of data quality that stands out is how it is aligned with metadata governance.
Applying functions to data has become mechanized and it greatly reduces the chance for errors.
There are scenarios when a user may suggest a metrics is wrong, not because of errors in the
data, but because the metric does not meet their assumptions on how it should be calculated.
Metadata referees misunderstanding versus an actual defect. Metadata exposes the details behind
the metric and governance manages the processing logic.
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Only 37% of the survey respondents have taken a data quality class and 14.8% of their
organizations have an internal data quality training program even though data quality received
the highest importance score. Two thirds of the survey respondents would take a data quality
class and 11.1% indicated they would not take a data quality class. There is an opportunity to
build a data quality curriculum that incorporates quality standards of acceptable and bad data. A
common theme that came up is data in not always 100% accurate and how do you define
acceptable levels of quality. The second theme is data quality automation. For example,
functions have mechanized the calculation process, training developers to automate data health
score flags that indicate if the information meets the acceptable use for the organization is
helpful. The third item is data context. The metric definitions, assumptions, technical
characteristics, and data lineage all play integral part of data quality. Without metadata it is hard
to distinguish if an issue is a misunderstood metric or is it something that is truly broken. These
themes should all be addressed in an ongoing data quality training program.
Metadata
Metadata scored as both important and influential when it comes to user adoption.
Participant A said “data about data is how you find and locate quantify and understand data. So
data without an understanding of where it sits in terms of the broader picture is useless”.
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Figure 50 – Metadata average importance & adoption compared with bar chart
Context is a reoccurring theme that came up throughout the interviews and surveys. Context
about data is just as important as the actual metrics themselves. Metadata provides context about
data and how results are being calculated. Participant B said “metadata to me provides the ability
to actually understand where does this data come from, how should it be used, and context of
where it actually is going to be used so it is not misused”. The context provides perspective about
the facts being analyzed so users can use the information to make a more informed decision.
Metadata is not an isolated area and is interconnected with the other analyzed variables.
For example, when it comes to data wrangling the developer needs to understand the meaning
and context of the data they are aggregating. Without context, it is impossible to accurately
connect data sources to create insightful metrics. For data quality, metadata provides the lineage,
technical processing context, business definition, and business rules associated with the measure.
Metadata helps to distinguish defects from a misunderstanding of how a metric has been
calculated. Data visualizations communicate context and perspective in a way that is
understandable to end users. Without a clear understanding the metric output, BI solutions will
not be adopted. Math functions and descriptive statistics are a form of metadata in itself. The
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mathematical techniques share background on how the raw data facts are being used to calculate
an answer. Consumption devices show metadata when they present charts and statistics. Devices
integrate tools and context into the daily routines of users. As each of the study areas were
analyzed, it was clear that metadata is interconnected to each of the areas.
When it comes to training, 40.7% of the survey participants have taken a metadata course
and 22.2% of the participant organizations have a metadata training program. 66.7% of the
participants would take a metadata class in an online format. More organizations need to have a
metadata training program. The program should cover metadata topics such as lineage, business
context, technical context, and business definitions for the metrics. This class is not a one and
done meeting but an ingrained program that governs a data-driven culture. A common area to
start the training program is building a business definition catalog of information. From there,
business and technical metadata can be built out further promote context and governance
standards.
Metadata Variable Relationship
The BI areas do interconnect and it is important to understand some of the key
relationships between them. Data wrangling enables teams to bring sources together in an
expedient fashion. Metadata is an additional step that provides context to data. When analyzing
the relationships of the survey data through correlation tests, metadata adoption acceptance and
data wrangling are negatively related, meaning the two variables are in conflict with each other.
This conflict plays out in many BI programs as well. Metadata is often overlooked in order to
provide answers fast. The ironic part is that metadata provides the context needed in order to use
the data to make a more informed decision. Metadata is being omitted to allow improved speed
of delivery, even though it is a key component to the context and calculations used in decisionmaking.
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Metadata is especially important because of how it is connected with each of the other
conceptual framework areas. Context is everything when using data to make a decision. For
example, metadata importance had the strongest positive relationship with mobile adoption
influence. Proper context is needed to influence users to adopt and take action on a mobile
analytics solution. Metadata serves as a key ingredient for both developers and end users to
connect a series of facts within a story context in order to make a decision. Another example is
the second strongest positive relationship with metadata importance is the data quality influence
on adoption. The transparency metadata provides helps to establish trust in the process and
distinguishes an error from a misunderstanding. The third strongest positive relationship for
metadata importance is with the math and analytics influence on adoption. The forth strongest
positive relationship for metadata importance is with data visualization influence on adoption.
Metadata importance positively relates to many areas of a BI program and incorporates context
into each of those areas which makes it especially important.
BI-A Data-driven User Story
BI is a quantitative discipline with qualitative undertones. The user story is an important
part of BI. “Campfires have been replaced with projector bulbs, and the power of story has
eluded presenters in the workplace” Duarte 2010 (p. 17). The ability to lay out data artifacts into
a workflow helps to articulate information verses looking a seemingly random data points. BI
skills like data wrangling, metadata, device consumption, data quality, analytics, and
visualization all play a part in the story telling process. Each one of the variables tested plays a
part in the user story process. Participant C shared for example that data visualization “teaches
them how to tell a story with data as opposed to just throwing data on a page”. At its core, the
user story process lays out questions and answers in way users understand the big picture, and
can take action on the insight provided.
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The type of question being asked is often overlooked in the story telling process. In figure 51,
these types of questions fit well with quantifiable metrics using standard analytical techniques:

Figure 51 – Question Type A
The analytical approach used tends to sum, average, count, or use other basic functions to
calculate answers to the questions being poised. These types of questions tend to be focused on
the past, and in most cases they can answer the question using an individual metric series. A
metric and corresponding visualization can be input into a dashboard to answer the question. The
analytical output can be organized into a workflow matches the thought process of the end user
who is consuming the information.
Other types of questions can have can have several qualitative factors associated with the
answer. An example of this type of question is outlined in figure 52 below:

Figure 52 – Question Type B
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These questions tend to have a causation exploratory element or a future looking need. Even
though a quantifiable metric can be used answer the question, a qualitative essence exists. For
example, let’s say you are analyzing auto accidents for an insurance firm. We can sum the
number of accidents by a particular geographic area, we can calculate the accident rate by
various demographic attributes, but when we analyze why there is a recent uptick in accidents;
things get interesting. To answer the question why, an analyst may have to use an analytical
method the end user is not familiar with. End users may not understand the methods, approach,
and assumptions used to calculate answers to these types of questions. They may have their own
hypothesis which may or may not have been analyzed in the information that was presented.
Simply presenting the output of the information without proper training and metadata context is
an uphill struggle for developers. Context needs to be provided when answering more
sophisticated questions.
There is also a persuasive component in the story telling process. Establishing a sense of
trust in the data and metrics helps users feel confident enough to make a decision. Participant B
agreed saying “context can help to establish confidence and trust in the data”. The story brings
users along in the decision journey and helps establish why or why not a particular decision
should be made. The story can convey confidence when appropriate that the facts are worth
deciding an outcome.
Implications for Future Research
This study cast a wide research net to establish what BI skills should be taught to industry
professionals to enable better data-driven decisions. A core of set BI variables was established
that can be further analyzed to study how they relate to data-driven decisions. It is worth
exploring additional characteristics about how these areas can be integrated and trained. The
additional variable and sub-component characteristics can provide a deeper set understanding of
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BI and how it relates to data-driven decisions. In addition, analyzing how the variables work
together is worth exploring further. The variable correlations and interactions with each other can
highlights dynamics not previously understood.
Metadata in particular is a subject worth researching in more detail. Studying metadata
context and how it influences data-driven decisions is an exciting new frontier. There are several
areas of metadata to explore and analyze in more detail such as lineage, business definitions,
technical context, and business context. Metadata is also positively correlated to other BI
variables meaning it may have a direct impact on all areas in one way or another. Reviewing how
metadata impacts data-driven decisions has the potential to expand into an array of exploration
areas from which BI can be better understood.
Implications for BI Programs
BI programs need to integrate these nontechnical skills and training into their programs
if they are hoping to take their user adoption to the next level. Data science and BI programs
need to increase user adoption to improve a program’s ROI. With all the investment in BI tools,
Howson (2014) listed “BI adoption as a percentage of employees remains flat at 22%” (p. 1).
Technical skills and BI tool enhancements will not make this improvement alone. A
comprehensive program that packages the data into consumable information is needed. In order
to obtain skills and training for metadata, data visualization, data wrangling, data quality,
analytics, and device consumption need to be integrated into the program as well. These skills
are not a one and done class. The skills need to be ingrained into the culture to improve the
evolution of data-driven decision processes.
Conclusion
Data volumes are expanding at an exponential rate and this is creating a new wave of BI
opportunities. Many companies are struggling how to turn data into actionable insights and
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outcomes. BI programs can provide insights but BI training programs are lagging behind the big
data era in which we are living. BI skills can be effectively taught to enable people to make
better data-driven decisions. It starts with defining the skills that should be taught and putting a
comprehensive training program in place.
What BI skills should be taught to industry professionals to enable better data-driven
decisions? Data wrangling, math and analytics, data visualization, devices, metadata, and data
quality are all skills that should be incorporated into a BI program. These skills help to enable a
more comprehensive view into how the data is assembled, synthesized, and what the data is
saying. Focusing solely on tools and technology creates a blind spot for all of the other
components that go into the decision process. The context that metadata provides is an insight in
itself. Without metadata context, users are unable to effectively establish trust in the data and
agree upon analytical metrics to make decisions. Data quality establishes trust and creditability
into the process. In order to make a decision with the data, the data needs to be correct and users
have to have confidence in its accuracy. Data wrangling helps to aggregate the data needed to
answer questions. Without the ability to quickly wrangle information together, decision-making
can be stalled, resulting in users moving on and not incorporating data into their decision
process. A decision will still be made, just not based on data. Math and analytics calculate
answers to questions and is an important part of the process. Data visualization communicates
answers to questions in a way that is easily interpretable to users. A device is a channel in which
a data-driven message can be communicated. Each of these skills work in concert together to
enable world class data-driven decision-making.
What BI skills have been helpful for increasing user adoption? Data wrangling, data
visualization, data quality, metadata are skills that influence user adoption and received an
average score of four or higher in the study. In order to provide insights, a BI solution must first
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be adopted. These skills are on the front line of the data decision process. They help to establish
trust in the process, provide context into the metrics, and create a story that helps the users make
decisions.
What has historically worked and not worked while teaching BI skills? Most participants
preferred to take an instructor led course. Some participants indicated the instructor provides a
conduit to escalate questions verses a video continually playing. The format of the instructor led
course was overall fairly evenly split between online and classroom with a slight advantage to
the online version. The online version provides the ability to take a course in a comfortable
setting and still being able to escalate questions to a live instructor through various classroom
web tools. When teaching a course, participants preferred examples on their own data verses a
third party tutorial dataset. The tutorial datasets provided an overview of the concept but where
often hard to translate into internal use cases.
Data-driven decisions involve much more than just putting random facts on a piece of paper
or screen. They are using facts to tell a story. In order to tell a story the right facts need to be
wrangled together to calculate the metrics. The story needs to be nonfiction and proper data
quality principles need to be put in place to achieve this. The quality and governance standards
help to establish trust in the BI system. The story needs to contain the right analytical metrics so
the questions can be answered. If the wrong metrics are calculated and not aligned properly to
the questions, the user is left with a confusing message and not able to make a solid decision. A
device can be an effective means to integrate a data-driven story into the daily process of the end
users. The device is not an answer in itself but a vehicle to communicate the answer. Finally
metadata context needs to be integrated into the story. The context is as important as the metrics
themselves and helps users turn the information into actionable insights. Each area plays a role in
the BI decision process and works in concert with BI tools and technology.
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APPENDIX
Interview Questions
•

What are some of the biggest strengths in your BI program?

•

What are some of the biggest opportunities that would help improve your BI program?

•

What BI skills have been helpful for increasing user adoption?

•

What does an ideal BI training program include?

•

Have you incorporated data visualization techniques into your BI training?
o If yes, how effective has it been?
o If no, is there a reason why you have not incorporated it?

•

Have you incorporated analytical functions and/or machine learning into your BI
training?
o If yes, how effective has it been?
o If no, is there a reason why you have not incorporated it?

•

Have you incorporated device development techniques into your BI training?
o If yes, how effective has it been?
o If no, is there a reason why you have not incorporated it?

•

Have you incorporated data wrangling and aggregation techniques into your BI training?
o If yes, how effective has it been?
o If no, is there a reason why you have not incorporated it?

•

Have you incorporated business enablement techniques such as metadata into your BI
training?
o If yes, how effective has it been?
o If no, is there a reason why you have not incorporated it?
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•

What are some of the biggest challenges in your current BI training programs?

•

What has historically worked well while teaching BI skills?

•

What has not historically worked well while teaching BI skills?

•

Is there anything you have not shared about BI you want to bring up?
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Survey Questions
•

How long have you been working in BI?
o Never worked in BI
o Less than 1 year
o 1 year
o 2-3 years
o 4-6 years
o 7-9 years
o 10+ years

•

What industry do you work in?
o Consulting
o Education
o Energy
o Financial Services
o Government
o Healthcare
o Legal
o Manufacturing
o Media
o Other
o Retail
o Technology
o Transportation

•

On a scale of 1 to 5, how successful would you rate your current BI program?
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o 1 is minimal success
o 2 is very little success
o 3 is neutral
o 4 is successful
o 5 is a extremely successful BI program
o No comment
Data Quality
•

On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is data quality to a BI program?
o 1 is not important
o 2 is somewhat important
o 3 is neutral
o 4 is important
o 5 is extremely important
o No comment

•

Have you taken any data quality classes?
o Yes
o No

•

Does your organization have a data quality training program?
o Yes
o No

•

On a scale of 1 to 5: If the proper data quality training was available, how do you think
that would that influence user adoption of BI tools in your organization?
o 1 minimal influence
o 2 very little influence
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o 3 neutral
o 4 some influence
o 5 major influence
o No comment
•

If you were able to take a data quality class, how would you prefer to take it?
o Online-instructor lead
o Online-video
o Classroom-instructor lead
o Other class format
o I would not take this class

•

Are there any specific data quality topics you would like to see in a training program?
o Comments

Data Wrangling
•

On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is data wrangling to a BI program?
o 1 is not important
o 2 is somewhat important
o 3 is neutral
o 4 is important
o 5 is extremely important
o No Comment

•

Have you taken any data wrangling classes like SQL training?
o Yes
o No

•

Does your organization have a data wrangling training program?
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o Yes
o No
•

On a scale of 1 to 5: If the proper data wrangling training was available, how do you
think that would that influence user adoption of BI tools in your organization?
o 1 minimal influence
o 2 very little influence
o 3 neutral
o 4 some influence
o 5 major influence
o No comment

•

If you were able to take a data wrangling class how would you prefer to take it?
o Online-instructor lead
o Online-video
o Classroom-instructor lead
o Other class format
o I would not take this class
o No comment

•

Are there any specific data wrangling topics you would like to see in a training program?
o Comments

Math and Analytics
•

On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is math functions and analytics to a BI program?
o 1 is not important
o 2 is somewhat important
o 3 is neutral
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o 4 is important
o 5 is extremely important
o No Comment
•

Have you taken any analytics classes (IE R programming)?
o Yes
o No

•

Does your organization have an analytics training program?
o Yes
o No

•

On a scale of 1 to 5: If the proper math functions and analytics training were available,
how do you think that would that influence user adoption of BI tools in your
organization?
o 1 minimal influence
o 2 very little influence
o 3 neutral
o 4 some influence
o 5 major influence
o No comment

•

If you were able to take a math and analytics class, how would you prefer to take it?
o Online-instructor lead
o Online-video
o Classroom-instructor lead
o Other class format
o I would not take this class
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o No comment
•

Are there any specific math and analytic topics you would like to see in a training
program?
o Comments

Data Visualization
•

On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is data visualizations to a BI program?
o 1 is not important
o 2 is somewhat important
o 3 is neutral
o 4 is important
o 5 is extremely important
o No comment

•

Have you taken any data visualization classes?
o Yes
o No

•

Does your organization have a data visualization training program?
o Yes
o No

•

On a scale of 1 to 5: If the proper data visualization training was available, how do you
think that would that influence user adoption of BI tools in your organization?
o 1 minimal influence
o 2 very little influence
o 3 neutral
o 4 some influence
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o 5 major influence
o No comment
•

If you were able to take a data visualization class how would you prefer to take it?
o Online-instructor lead
o Online-video
o Classroom-instructor lead
o Other class format
o I would not take this class

•

Are there any data visualizations topics you would like to see in a training program?
o Comments

Device Mode
•

On a scale of 1 to 5, how important are mobile solutions (IE mobile apps) to a BI
program?
o 1 is not important
o 2 is somewhat important
o 3 is neutral
o 4 is important
o 5 is extremely important

•

Have you taken any device specific classes (IE Mobile application development?
o Yes
o No

•

Does your organization have a data device training program?
o Yes
o No
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•

On a scale of 1 to 5: If the proper mobile device training was available, how do you think
that would that influence user adoption of BI tools in your organization?
o 1 minimal influence
o 2 very little influence
o 3 neutral
o 4 some influence
o 5 major influence
o No comment

•

If you were able to take a mobile development class how would you prefer to take it?
o Online-instructor lead
o Online-video
o Classroom-instructor lead
o Other class format
o I would not take this class

•

Are there any specific mobile development topics you would like to see in a training
program?
o Comments

Business Enablement
•

On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is metadata (IE business context to the analytics and
definitions) to a BI program?
o 1 is not important
o 2 is somewhat important
o 3 is neutral
o 4 is important
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o 5 is extremely important
o No Comment
•

Have you taken any metadata classes?
o Yes
o No

•

Does your organization have a metadata training program?
o Yes
o No

•

On a scale of 1 to 5: If the proper metadata training was available, how do you think that
would that influence user adoption of BI tools in your organization?
o 1 minimal influence
o 2 very little influence
o 3 neutral
o 4 some influence
o 5 major influence
o No comment

•

If you were able to take a metadata class how would you prefer to take it?
o Online-instructor lead
o Online-video
o Classroom-instructor lead
o Other class format
o

•

I would not take this class

Are there any specific metadata topics you would like to see in a training program?
o Comments
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•

Are there any additional comments or BI training areas you would like to share more
about?
o Comments
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Transcribed Interviews
Interview A
Me: Hello this is Jason Todd and I’m sitting with interview Participant A and we are about to
start our interview .Thanks for doing this. Before we get started I need to make sure that you
understand your rights as a research participant that this is a completely anonymous interview.
Your identity will be completely confidential. You can have your results withdrawn any time and
that you had a chance to go over the consent form?

Participant A: Yup

Me: Any questions so far?

Participant A: Nothing yet

Me: OK, So let's get started. What are some of the biggest strengths you've seen in the BI
programs that you've worked with?

Participant A: Adaptability. The ability to quickly understand what people need to see and how
they need to see it to be able to take action. BI programs are only successful if they are actually
adopted and taking action based on the results of that data.

Me: Yeah, that's a good point because if things aren't adopted, like what, what good does it do?

Participant A: Exactly

Me: When you look at all the programs work on in the past what would you characterize as the
biggest opportunity where things are missing?
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Participant A: Um, over complication people generally overcomplicates. I would say. What
needs to happen to be successful and as a result never actually get to a end goal. That can satisfy
the business needs. So they lose sight of why they exist and they lose sight of the business
actions they're trying to try and instead they're producing reports for the sake of producing
reports.

Me: Going through the motions?

Participant A: Yeah, precisely

Me: Without really doing any BI any not really meeting the spirit of the BI?

Participant A: Correct
Me: Now I’m going list five BI topics and you can tell me your experience with them and how
much they have influenced user adoption. So. Data visualization… what has been your
experience with data visualization and have you incorporated into your BI program? Has it
helped with user adoption?

Participant A: So data visualization I think is one of them. BI takes many forms and takes the
formal form meaning I have a department of people that build out actual dashboards and tap into.
Tap into Big Data small data data sources in order to create formal things. You also have, frankly
the everyday user. So it's the person who is actually responsible for driving an action in the
organization and how they present that data in an ongoing basis. And oftentimes what I find. At
least when I've worked in the past and this is that people understand. The points of data but they,
they don't understand how to get a presented in a format that people can actually use all of that
information and understand what it is that that specific set of data is saying. And then how do I
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then take action on that data. So a great example would be a dashboard that we're looking at
doing. For particular team to try and. Improve sales. And when we're looking at the data people
are really struggling with what is it that we're trying to show and how do we show it. We have
these five different metrics essentially. I have five different charts and graphs that show the
information. However when you look at it you it's just a bunch of lines and a gauge which is the
common, common challenge.

Me: Yup

Participant A: So we said at the white board.

Me: Is it context?

Participant A: Context is everything

Me: Gotcha

Participant A: Spending five minutes at a whiteboard actually looking at how does this
information need to look for someone who is using it.

Me: So metadata sounds like something you're very passionate about?

Participant A: Of course

Me: So, let's jump ahead to metadata.

Participant A: Yes
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Me: Tell me a little bit about how metadata is affected you and how you incorporated it into a BI
program? Because this context thing that you brought up is super interesting and it's something
that I've heard quite a bit before, so tell me a little bit more. For example when I say the word
metadata most people don’t understand the term but when I say the word context people really
understand it.

Participant A: So I think the first thing is the definition of metadata and assuming you are
referring to data about data? Correct?

Me: Correct.

Participant A: OK, so if we're talking about data about data. Um, So let's dial it back even
beyond BI. Data about data is how you find and locate quantify and understand data. So data
with out an understanding of where it sits in terms of the broader picture is useless. So a great
example have you ever heard somebody say. That I can. I can I can generate facts to prove any
point they want to prove. Like that's a common position I have heard people say. Well you just
you just put that together because you have an opinion and you want to pick the data selectively
to support your opinion. Metadata to me provides the ability to actually understand where does
this data come from, how should it be used, and context of where it actually is going to be used
so it is not misused. So attributes are everything from being able to search and locate the data
you're looking for. It's the ability to sub-segment information.

And understand exactly how you can try to take action off of that data. So it's one thing to have a
scorecard. It's a completely different thing. To actually understand what you can do about the
results your seeing in front of you.
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Me: You, bring up a great point. There's different types of metadata there's a business definition
there's there is lineage. Understanding the source to target in the derivation

Participant A: So are you talking the reliability of the data?

Me: all of it

Participant A: all of it..

Me: Yes.. yes… That in the context of what was the definition what happened to it as we
massaged it.

Participant A: And what does it actually mean now

Me: and then the technical piece of when was the last refreshed. Yeah. So that sounds like it's a
pretty pretty powerful segment that?

Participant A: Yeah. Currency, quality. Reliability. I mean those are all the things that you're
asking when you answer that question.
Me: All right let's go to another skill here so we talked about visualization, metadata… data
wrangling

Participant A: Yeah I like that word.

Me: Yeah. You know it can mean different things to different people but like you know when I
look at it it's taking the disparate sources bringing them together to find a common connection or
holistic snapshot of the data
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Participant A: lasso effect

Me: Yes. Yes. So tell me a little bit about if you feel data wrangling is a valuable skill that
should be taught?

Participant A: So I think. I think that the common problem we have for wrangling. Is I call it the
War, the War of the personality. You have a specific a specific subsection of people that want
that data to be perfect and in some cases that data needs to be a certain level of reliability. So let's
just take third normal form. You essentially have to manually update a set of data bunch different
sets the more likely that that data is going to be inaccurate. So there is a value in that at the same
time. There's also a value in very quickly pulling together different datasets from different
systems and being able to create a very good representation of where you're at because that
drives the action. And I think what businesses often failed to do is look at the multiple options
that exist meaning do I just wrangle the state very quickly. Do I Do I just pull it together from
different sources and do I get something in front of the customer that I can search talk through
work through. Is this useful in its current format? How do you take this to the next level versus
Do I actually need this data to be 99%

Me: Right, what questions are they going to answer with this data?

Participant A: Yes. So for me it's really an analysis and it's a common decision decision
framework that I actually use which is. What are the solutions that we have to do this like what
exists already. Have we considered alternatives and what are the impacts the pros and cons of
using these different options for wrangling data together. And those those sort of discussions to
really understand this need to be at the 99 percent or can it be can it be quick and dirty and gets
me tomorrow it's going to transform your business.
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Me: Right. Right. There's a there's a trade off conversation and then it's a tool that you use when
you need it.

Participant A: Yeah.

Me2: That's a great set up for our next topic. So the fourth one here is what I would call the the
math and analytics section. So you know data is just raw baking ingredients but then you know
it's those what are you going to do with it. Tell me a little bit about. How you've incorporated
math and analytics and maybe like new concepts like machine learning you know how valuable
you think that is and. How would incorporate that into your BI program?

Participant A: So. part of that is. So you have Math you have analytics. And then the third
component you talked about is machine learning. So I consider that more and more to be
automation like good. So you really have those three components. You. Start with math. That
takes on basic forms and incredibly complex forms.

Me: A spectrum?

Participant A: It is a spectrum. And I think part of the math side of it is actually the individual
users don't actually really understand some of the advanced mathematics. I mean your average
person in business today that's going to use this data probably has a base finance for managers
education. So they have a basic understanding of the accounting practices of percent. Of.
Essentially the information that they need to run a P/L. Beyond that generally their
understanding of complex mathematics is not there. So in terms of the program part of the art of
it is if you're producing complex charts reports graphs visualisations data. Et cetera to get the job
done and if people don't understand what it means sometimes and difficult to trusting it and
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people are very much in a I need to understand all of the ins and outs of what I'm looking at and
what it means. So simplifying those methods used and actually being able to say with this
particular method here are the pros and cons of this method.

Me: Applying use cases to the method?

Participant A: Correct. Exactly. So that people understand when I'm looking at this it means
that I can feel confident

Me: A metadata translation ?

Participant A: Yes, So that's one component. Back to the machine learning machine learning is
far more about the individual's ability to. Very quickly absorb and adapt to a lot of information.
So to a degree at some point the machine can actually take it into it more effectively than we can.
We built the base code. And it's how do they get forward and continue to evolve new data sets
and incorporate that and learn more however one of the big problems. I found with machine
learning. Is often times figuring out why something is telling you something. Those machine
learning systems that are out there are generally not very good at telling you why

Me: it creates conflict correct. Because people don't understand the scores that come from them?

Participant A: Exactly. So you wouldn't have had to do detailed analysis and there's reasons
why. To understand now how do I have to respond to that as an organization I can act on this
data if I don't understand why the data came over this way. And so it's complementing machine
learning to get to the raw. And then. Analysis to actually understanding what is going wrong and
why and how you as an organization actually correct it.And so those are two complementary
attributes. When people do only one they will not be successful.
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Me: Let's talk a little bit about now devices. This is great. So the world is changing. Um, People
used get things primarily on paper than it and then the evolution of electronic devices came in. It
started with the desktop evolved into mobile.Now we have phones, tablets, phablets and a whole
gamut of devices.

Participant A: I want a phablet

Me: Now we're even evolving into areas likeechoes and whatnot. How important is it to have
people trained on device specific skills?

Participant A: So it is more so I will tell you my my perspective on BI.. It is more important to
have people who understand. How to translate that need. Than it is to have people who can
actually pull the data out. Pulling the data is a set of skills that can be taught. Understanding how
the user is going to use an interface with the data is critical. So back to that whole device that's
actually more important. Understanding how people are going to interface with the data being
able to say how this user is going to naturally interact is critical. Understanding things like this is
how they're going to wake up in the morning. And this is how they're going to operate with this
data and provide answers in the most effective way with the appropriate context.

Me: Interesting. So this whole context thing you know like I kind of heard you know these are
awesome examples. These five skills were each individually important but then there's also a
kind of a common denominators. Context from your examples is big?

Participant A: Yes it is. And simplicity actually
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Me: That makes sense. So when you look at you know teaching BI skills, what do you think you
know for new developers coming out of college today or that are in college? Are there classroom
scenarios that should be taught? Is it a classroom topic?
Participant A: No it is not just a classroom topic… Um, I honestly think so you can do
classrooms all you want but in terms of the classroom what you wouldn't want to teach is an
understanding of. How it's really more of an interpersonal business. When you start a job. Have
you ever read that book It's what do you do with the first 90 days?

Me: It sounds familiar.

Participant A: There's different books out there that talk about this but essentially promote the
idea that when somebody starts in a new role the first thing you need to do is not understand their
role. They need to understand the environment this sit in. When they understand their
environment, their role will make more sense. So development is a skill set they will use to get
the job done. So it's fine that school teaches that. What they need to learn how to do is actually
sit down understand their user base. So day one when you start a role if you're a brand new
developer out of college and intern the first thing you should be doing is sitting down with your
users shadowing them for two hours understanding how they operate day to day understand their
key points and what they're going to face and what they're working with in terms of information
and lack of information and the level of interpretation they're doing on their own versus what's
being done for them. And from there once they understand how the users actually work with the
information day to day they understand not only how to design but how to build it and present it.
And how to serve it up to now so that when they're on that call with that user they can quickly
spin that information and get the answers they need and provide the context at the same time. So
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I think that's the key is understanding the people who are in and outside the BI world. Because
they if don't understand that the analytics will be marginally accepted.

Me: Right. It's not just creating widgets?

Participant A: Yeah. So I think a bit of psychology.
Me: So last question we'll be talking a lot about BI, use cases… Is there anything about BI that
you'd like to share that we haven't discussed?

Participant A: I think I've got out everything. I think the big point is just making sure that you're
not overcomplicating it making sure it meets the needs. Understanding how to very quickly
present that context. To the people that are consuming it so they can understand how to interpret
it , and making sure that people that are producing analytics actually understand what it is being
used for

Me: Great. So. I really appreciate your time. So what I'm going to do is transcribe our session it
and summarize some theories you have shared. I may need to schedule a follow up to confirm I
got summarization right. This has been very helpful. Thank you and really appreciate the
feedback.

Participant A: My pleasure
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Interview B
Me: This is Jason Todd and I’m sitting with interview Participant B in a conference room.
Welcome. So, before we get started just need to make sure that you understand that this is your
rights as a research participant that this is a completely anonymous interview. You can have your
results withdrawn any time and that you had a chance to go over and understand your rights as a
as a participant.

Participant B: Yes, understood.

Me: Do you have any questions?

Participant B: No
Me: Excellent, let’s get started. So we've got a lot of exciting topics to go over for the interview
today. I thought we would get started out more generally on talk about your current BI program.
What are some of your biggest strengths in your BI programs as you see it today?
Participant B: Well I think one… Let me clarify, it can be any aspect of the program.? Is that
correct?

Me: Correct.

Participant B: I think one strong differentiator for us in what we do is just the depth of data that
we have around what we do. This gives us the ability to really analyze and segment different
groups and understand different populations and how they're related, which I think is unique for
us and for our space.
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Me: Gotcha. So is a fair way to characterize this as a catalog of assets?

Participant B: Yeah

Me: OK, that is interesting

Participant B: I think of some other strengths here, I think we have in terms of talent some
people who have.. um.. we have good talent are these areas are pockets of good can of people
who have developed a real domain knowledge of that data and that insight for that particular
area. And it's interesting that really that some of the strong ones that I'm thinking of are not
necessarily that formally educated in the area but are just kind of the self-starter get under the
hood type of people some.

Me: Gotcha. Now that we kind of talked about some of your biggest strengths when you look at
the future where do you see some of the biggest opportunities coming up?

Participant B: Well certainly I think we the organization has started to recognize the power of
this information and how it can really help us not only make better decisions on behalf of the
customer but also for sure because as I said at the outset because we think it's a fairly unique
thing for us to have in the market. Um, we can evolve strategies to differentiate us for
competitors more quickly and then see how specific customers succeed with that value. I think
there's been in the last three or four years… I think it's I would say there's more and more
emerging consensus from executives on how we can use analytics or data science as an
innovation driver.

Me: Okay excellent. When you look at the skills or the items that have been most helpful for
solutions that people use here regularly, what are the activities that really stood out on those
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success stories where it really drove usage and I’m going to use the word user adoption up to
critical mass?

Participant B: Um, Maybe goes back to that comment that I mentioned about I think some of
the individuals that we've had working on this were kind of more you know not afraid to
experiment, not afraid to try new things, versus you know like I said those classically trained.

Me: Yup, yes

Participant B: So it's that that willingness to kind of get in there and explore the data. The people
that are willing to get into the data and explore are the ones that I found have the most success.
Um, the exploration has led to new questions, deeper understanding, and new insights.

Me: As the team is coming up with new insights and exploring has there been any programs
were like end user engagement? They are the kind of programs that get them comfortable that
have helped you?

Participant B: Um, I mean certainly as we have better tools to push more and more information
out and those tools are straightforward and I think that helps the casual user get the information
they need. So it's in some ways it is dependent on the person building to tools to understand the
experience of the user so the tools perform in a way the casual user understands.

Me: Interesting, and have you noticed that we're a maybe some hand-holding or training of the
end users has been helpful or.

Participant B: Yes.

Me: OK, has that moved that adoption needle?
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Participant B: I think so yes. For sure on bigger rollouts for sure and with more users. We've
spent a lot of time creating materials and resources and training rollout plans.

Me: If you could have had your ideal training program for getting the team trained, what would
be the three to five skills you'd want everybody to go through that is coming on to your team?
Participant B: So getting them trained… It would be making sure they have working knowledge
of the tools that we've put in place.

Me: Tool Knowledge?

Participant B: Yes, but more on the front of how to best communicate insights with the tools.

Me: So being able to understand how the developer can best communicate insights with the tools
I think it will be something.

Participant B: Um, another pattern I've noticed would be maybe some experience with the
subject matter they are working on, where they can be experts on the subject matter the data
domain expertise kind of training and domain expertise.

Me: Interesting, Domain expertise?

Participant B: Yes, a working understanding so that the data that they're working with doesn't
become so abstract that it's just like what is this… It’s the ability to understand what they can
more practically put that out there.
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Me: Excellent, So now I'm going to read a couple of skills and I'd like you just to share your
experience with these skills and maybe how they've affected user adoption. The first skill is data
visualization. Has that been effective for communicating insights for your team?
Participant B: Yeah, I think been helpful. There are certainly some…some of the team members
are stronger than others. But when it succeeds it's powerful… because somebody who can really
just create a visualization that provides context and answers questions. And so I've heard and
seen examples of where you can see the light bulb moment that can go off for business users
when they see their data visually.

Me: Yes. Why do you think that is? Is it a comfort level thing that make people more agreeable
to visual displays?

Participant B: I think it's something I think people are conditioned to see traditional types of
charts literally like line charts and bar charts around here. So when you actually show them
something that deviates from the norm that but not a distracting way it actually clarifies. It’s
good…

Me: Interesting. The next skill is a math and analytical functions. You know, how, how has that
been with influencing user adoption? Or moving the needle for you to communicate more
insights?

Participant B: I think that is becoming something that's worked for a long time. A lot of what
we had to historically do was more around just getting the data right and doing simple analysis.
So some of those higher and advanced mathematical or statistical skills we didn't get to use them
much business just wasn't even there yet and probably the data wasn't there yet it was more than
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basics just producing facts. Now, I think we're starting to get into a place where we can do the
advanced stuff has become much more important.

Me: Yeah, data wrangling is a new term in that um you know that that's evolved over the last few
years. And I kind of classify it as the ability to bring disparate sources together whole. How has
data wrangling influenced your ability to deliver insights and influence end user adoption?

Participant B: Yeah it's something we definitely had to do and still have to do. It probably took
more time in the past than it does today. I probably didn't have either the tools or kind of holistic
view of our data historically that we do now. So that it's definitely a… probably something that
the teams spend quite a bit of time doing. Those that are successful in it plan out in advance what
questions they are attempting to answer and organize the data in such a manner.
Me: Absolutely, Device… Where people can consume things and various devices. Would
mobile help increase user and option for you?
Participant B: I think for… for some, we have we have a field sales force. It truly is just that
they're out on the road and probably working in their car a lot of the day. So I think for that
segment yes. There's some direct to customer things too that we would we would do there but for
any of our internal business users they probably still are desktop.

Me: Thank you, Is there any business enablement techniques such as metadata um, that would
really influence user adoption? For example are there certain things like being able to understand
source to target... or is there an opportunity where if people had a better understanding of
definitions of metrics would that would that clear up some of the usage barriers?
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Participant B: I think so. Um, Should I have a particular type of user of for the team working
with the data in mind… For example a data analyst or business user. It probably goes back to
what I said to about data wrangling here you know those that understanding context of the
information being brought in. Like different taxonomies.

Me: Part of it is that. Part of it is that part of it is when you see a metric on the screen like let's
say sales. There's probably different ways that that sales can be calculated. So with the first kind
of layer a metadata is just being able to provide a business definition and formula. So the end
users understands what they're reading on the screen

Participant B: Yes.. Yes, definitely for that area of metadata. I think that would go a long way
gaining adoption and making more informed decisions. There would also be some efficiencies...
Things that used to take three meetings today to arrive at a decision may take a lot less if the
context was easily available. For example if support teams could get a definition and context
they may be able to solve more issues.

Me: What about metadata lineage? If there was a way to effectively say this data element that
you're seeing on your screen came from this source,. and here is the derivations that we did to
it….Do you think that would affect both the adoption and development lifecycle?

Participant B: Definitely the development lifecycle. Um, and yes adoption too. You
know some of that certainly for the analysts on the analytics team how do the work and address
data quality. I also can't say that it would not help for some in marketing too… That context can
help to establish confidence and trust in the data. They can see where it came from. When some
views information they believe is inaccurate… um, in most case a mathematical error did not
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occur. It is more likely that the assumptions they have for calculating a measure are different
than the assumptions being applied to the measure.

Me: Interesting, thanks. And then the third area of metadata just to kind of finish the cycle a
term called technical metadata. So this is context on things like let's say we go back to that sales
unit metric example and share details on when it was last calculated.. or when the data
processing jobs last ran. Um, Do you think you know that would influence user adoption? Or
help out from a data quality perspective?

Participant B: I think it would and it goes back to trust. There are some tools we put out there for
that sales force. And we do get the question when this last was calculated for them?

Me: So all three metadata axes would move the user adoption needle?

Participant B: Yeah

Me: Thank you. This is this is extremely helpful and one word that I keep hearing you use when
it comes around metadata is trust.

Participant B: Yeah

Me: That is really interesting. These metadata levers that help you install user confidence?

Participant B: Yes

Me: Okay, Um internally for your team is there any BI training skills that are available corporate
wide that your team can tap into? Like data visualization, metadata, quality.. If there isn’t do you
think it would be helpful?
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Participant B: Most of the training is limited and tool driven. Yeah, most of the training and
certification stuff is probably going to focus on tools. I think there are business unit may have
some but I’m not aware. In the broader [redacted company name] they may have more but I
haven’t seen anything on these topics internally.

Me: If I understand, there is some nice tool driven trainings but opportunities exist outside of
tools. Um, If we would create some resources how would you like to see created? Online…
webcast… other…
Participant B: I think um…It's all that variation…. All of that works.

Me: Ok

Participant B: The team working with the day on behalf of let's say some of the business users
… there with certainly need for something more definite and can go through those vehicles.

Me: OK

Participant B: I think even.. There is probably even an opportunity train even the more casual
user as well

Me: Interesting

Participant B: It would have to be at a much higher level

Me: Yeah

Participant B:It has to do with that confined things we discussed earlier
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Me: That makes a lot of sense because what you’ve mentioned before is there's a lot of training
needs around data itself and the background t details of how to best consume it

Participant B: Yeah

Me: This is outside of the tool training where the tool might deliver the insights but then how
they can understand and apply for end users and that for the teams how to convey that context.

Participant B: Yes, think it is also ties back to another piece we discussed as well. Even Let's
say you the word digital marketing or theory that that is what our business does. Even among the
so-called experts marketing experts I think there's various degrees of comfort or capacity or
something. To use metrics real data versus just speculation. It’s here are these five metrics and
how you may potentially use them
Me: That's a great point because just because you have the KPI’s understanding what decisions
to make with the KPI’s is really the key.
Participant B:Time and time again people use the wrong metric in the incorrect setting… Even
with high end experts.

Me: If that could be incorporated into the metadata would that be like you know understanding
what questions you can answer with these KPI’s?

Participant B: Yes, Yes

Me:Interesting. Okay great. So this has been extremely helpful. Just before we close out here is
there anything you know you have not shared about BI that you just feel like in general you'd
like to bring up?
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Participant B: Just one more thought on the final topic… we have a lot of data. We have a large
team and our customers data and we've done a good job now really starting to push that in a
rapid way. The data is evolving.. So I think there probably is something we have to be mindful
probably as we move forward about what kind of experience we're creating for customers and
start to some of that training

Me: Workflow like training?
Participant B: Right, so you don’t get a different answer from who you engage.
Me: Yes that… that's a good good point. Excellent. Well that concludes the session. Thank you
for your time today with my kind of follow up on here as I'm going to go through the interview
here and I'll transcribe the pieces if there is any identifying markers I'll make sure they're
redacted out of there and what I'll do is I'll share the actual summary notes with you just to make
sure that I've got everything the right way. So the I will follow back up. And then at the end of
the research project here once it concludes I'll make the results available for you if you wish to
show you how to get access to them. Do you have any questions?

Participant B: No

Me: Thank you again for your time and again this is Jason Todd with research Participant B. And
we were concluding the interview Thanks.

Participant B: Thanks.
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Interview C
Me: So this is Jason Todd and I’m sitting with interview Participant C and we are about to start
our interview. As we get started I need to make sure that you understand that this is your rights
as a research participant that this is an anonymous interview. You can reach out anytime with
questions. You can also have your response withdrawn upon request and have you had a chance
to go over the consent form?

Participant C: Yes

Me: Any additional question at this point?

Participant C: None yet, thanks

Me: Excellent. So we're really in an exciting era of BI. So I wanted to start off with; as you look
at your program what are some of your biggest strengths in your BI program?

Participant C: Thinking about it from my client's perspective. So I work with one particular
client I'm going to have to answer questions based on their BI program which we are apart of. I
would say some of the biggest strengths. Are knowing the technology very well and. They have a
diverse set of skills and seniority. So some very senior resources and some very junior resources
as well

Me: a nice a collection of talent and that it's constantly growing and evolving?

Participant C: right, So they've got some expertise in the field but they've also got some people
that learning the industry and going through their career stage.
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Me: Yeah that's great… What are some of the biggest opportunities that you see working at this
client to improve their BI program?

Participant C: So I would say I understand that the people on the team understand their business
and they tend to be good with the technical skills and not as good with the business and really
understanding why they are doing what they do. Um, So not only understanding themselves but
asking their stakeholders. So as they go out and they're creating these reports to finding out why
they're stakeholders are analyzing this data or what kind of decisions they're making with the
data?

Me: Bigger picture?

Participant C: Yes, more context. Because if you get a set of just doing what somebody tells
you to do really understanding why you do it.

Me: So let's talk about maybe how we can train those resources to take things to the next level
and put out some subject area ideas and you can give me your thoughts if you think these are
valuable subject areas that would require training in the field if they are you know. If you do
training, how effective it is? So one training area that I flagged is data visualization. Do they
have any data visualization techniques incorporated into their training?

Participant C: They do not currently but that is something that would be very valuable. I would
say their use of visualization tools is pretty limited. They have pretty crude reports. And I think I
think that training is really important because it teaches them how to tell a story with data as
opposed to just throwing data on a page
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Me: Yeah, interesting. Now let's talk about the next area and that is analytical functions. Have
you incorporated any analytical or better understanding of how functions can maybe answer the
business question s in their training?

Participant C: They do do a little bit of that. It's more understanding basic functions available in
the tools. I would say this is what they focus on.

Me: OK

Participant C: What they could improve on is. These kind of along same lines of visualizations
is creating the creativity of these analytical functions are available to you. And here some use
cases where they can be applied

Me: example scenarios?

Participant C: Right.

Me: That's great. The next one is device. Um, our world is rapidly changing where people
consume things not just on their laptops or desktops anymore. Do you feel like having device
training for consuming information. And when I say device I mean it can be a phone, a tablet or
even an echo. Do you think having some type of training around device specific BI would be
helpful?

Participant C: Yes, very much so. Because I think the world is changing so much. There's so
many different devices and there are strengths and weaknesses of each device. So I think about
communication the same way different communication tools but device tools for showing your
reporting and there are certain devices that have their strengths for certain parts of the messages
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you're trying to deliver. So I think people need to understand that you might write something
differently for mobile devices versus a desktop. So I think it goes along with what you're saying
in your audience understanding the story you are trying to tell.

Me: Gotcha, That's really good because that there's the right device for the right use case

Participant C: Right

Me: And does that link back to the message your trying to communicate?

Participant C: Yeah, I remember the story of showing that the mobile app. To somebody and
they said Oh where's that print. The first question was How do you print it. It's like well. Why do
you need a printer when you have it on your iPad.

Me: Right.

Participant C: It's I think the consumers of records also need to be trained on that.

Me: That makes sense. Let's tackle that next skill. I sometimes refer to it endearingly as data
wrangling and aggregation techniques. And what I mean by that is being able to stitch disparate
data sets together. Do you have any current training programs on data wrangling or stitching
datasets together or best practices?
Participant C: So it's … there is a little bit of that the. Client is is trying to teach that it's a very
informal way. What they end up doing is they go out and they gather a group of users and they
just talk through examples of wrangling. So there's there's not a formal steps here the best
practices with wrangling. And I think creating those that framework would be important to them
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. are here are the guidelines for your data wrangling because the problem with data wrangling is
you can go all over the place with sources you can join.

Me: Yeah. Yeah it makes a lot of sense

Participant C: So yeah I think having a little bit more formal overview framework of the
framework and governance.

Me: Have you seen other clients incorporate like business enablement techniques such as
metadata into their BI program? and why I ask that there's sometimes a fine line between data
quality when something broken versus did someone understand it correctly. Do you feel like
metadata training in those items would be valuable in BI?

Participant C: Yes I think it would be critical. So by metadata do you mean the descriptions of
their data dictionary?

Me: Great question. So Data Dictionary understanding maybe the source to target and derivation
that it came through. And so some kind of lineage and then maybe a third element is when was
this last refreshed kind of a technical matter. So being able to provide that contextual reference
of what the metric is

Participant C: I think it's critical. I think it helps keep your BI environment clean. If people
know the source of their data and everybody's on the same page as far as where the data is
coming from or what the measure is it prevents reuse lot. So it's actually something that I see
people not doing well at all but wanting to clean up. So it's really kind of takes almost a cleaning
of the attic project to stop them and go back and do all this
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Me: cleaning out the garage?

Participant C: Right. So I think it's hard for people to put focus on it but if they can do it up front
and then maintain them. I think that you're much better off in the long run

Me: Gotcha. So we talked about some of those five skills and the challenges of the BI programs
and opportunities. So when teaching some of these classes; Do you feel like maybe in-person
classes would be more effective. Online to Training or a combination? How do you think these
skills should be taught?

Participant C: So I think you could do a lot. Virtually I think. But for the live class most of these
I think would be important. I think with a lot of this training… The Q&A sometimes is the most
valuable because in the classroom engagement you hear the questions and people usually share
those questions. And the question answer part I think is often the most valuable. Especially when
you're talking about some fairly broad topics like data wrangling and metadata. It's hard to put
together a formal ciriculum that covers everything.

Me: Have you seen in all your years of working with BI anything that has not worked very well
when teaching this type of skills? Where it just went south right away or is there any point.

Both: [laugh]

Participant C: I think slides don't work with people. I've taken those enough to know I'm just
trying to get to the end of the deck.The exercises are critical. People can miss that the spirit of
what's happening by trying to get through what's on the slide versus the essence of the topic. I
think having exercises is critical to put to practice what you're reading. So it's not just a full day
of consuming information but it's actually hands on.
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Me: Yeah it makes it makes sense. Is there anything you haven't shared that maybe we haven't
talked about for BI that you'd like to bring up? like here’s the next the thing you're seeing a lot
of or you're interested in?

Participant C: So I really think understanding that the business is critical and we kind of touched
on it with metadata. And and the other then we kind of touched on it with a mobile device or the
different device training. But the other piece I think is communication. So with. Chat, IM, email, voicemail, phone. All these new forms of communication people misuse them all the time.
And I think that can be part of the training is done just how you write the report and how you
deliver it.

Me: Right

Participant C: So different visualization is part of that

Me: Is there's an emotional aspect there? Like just understanding the tone of the e-mail and the
tone of the report.

Participant C: Yes, Right. So like a threshold indicator might be a nice text to get but you
wouldn’t text out a dashboard. So hopefully people understand that but I don't think we can take
that for granted and how you deliver your message is important.

Me: That concludes our session for today. Thank you Participant C for being a part of this.

Participant C: Thanks for having me
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Me: what I'll do is I'm going to create a transcript of this session and take that transcript and
write a summary. I may need to schedule a follow up for clarifications but this has been
extremely helpful. So thank you for your time.

Participant C: Thank you.
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Interview D

Me: So this is Jason Todd I am sitting with participant four. I want to start by saying thank you
for investing your time and this will really help the BI field. As we get started I would like to
remind you this is an anonymous interview and completely voluntary. You may request to have
your response withdrawn. Feel free to call me if any questions come up regarding the process or
consent form.

Me: Any questions so far?

Participant D: No

Me: So the first question when you look at BI we're at such a exciting time what, what do you
see some of the biggest strengths of your current BI program?

Participant D: All considering let's see maybe 18 months ago. I mean there was pretty much
nothing. Um, I think that our whole BI project has made tremendous progress. So things like.
Going from an environment where data was important but it was very siloed and kind of one off
and managed through spreadsheets to a point where we actually have a platform and are using
modern technologies are leveraging the tools like Tableau for visualization. I think I think we're
just starting to see the potential and capabilities that can really benefit our business and a number
of you know really nice or big wins actually along the way

Me: That makes make sense just that there seems be a huge need everywhere… information that
comes in siloed or disparate sources needs to be brought together. What are some of the biggest
opportunities you'd like to improve with your BI program?
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Participant D: I’d like to broaden it I'll say. I think there are pockets in our organization where
we could benefit from all different kinds of data going in there so that there's a lot of focus on, on
the data associated with the products. But I think I think we're just barely touching into. The
abilities like the operations data that we've talked about really really understanding our internal.
as well as sort of the external customer facing and I know that's part of the priority of the site is
like how do we manage that customer data first.

Me: Yeah

Participant D: I’d like to see that opportunity

Me: Interesting. BI is such a vast subject area. It's sometimes hard to talk about all the different
components. I'm going to share five components. I'd love to get your perspective on what you
think of them and how it's influenced your user adoption. The first one is data visualization.
What is your opinion on how influential that's been and how that helps users or does it even help
end users?

Participant D: Hugely influential to end users. From a BI perspective we're not really sharing
our data directly with our end users. I think we typically have sort of a group of people that sits
in the middle of that and interprets it for our customers. One of the things I think visualization is
really helping with is helping people ask even more thoughtful and thorough questions. So you're
saying let's see the data and able to see and have it be repeated and have it be able to sort of
change with different parameters and see what what happens when that when that occurs and I
think it's driving better business discussion within our organization.
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Me: That’s great. The next one is analytical functions and advanced analytics slash machine
learning. Is that something that you see real future within the industry to drive adoption?

Participant D: Yes very much so. But the part that I think about [Redacted name] I. And I.
You know when I think about the people who do the work behind the scenes with those
algorithms and such. They're being being. Having experts that can manage and think about data
and that perspective I think is very important. From.more of a business and end user perspective.
I'd say. Turning that into a business outcome is important. So so even when you and I have
talked you'll tell me about some amazing algorithm that you use to model you know some
particular aspect of data. But. And I think that's fun to learn about. But I think from a business
perspective that likes kind of having experts I can do that to make sure it's right but it's more of a
black box for the rest of the business.

Me: Being able to talk in terms of the the the business benefits and the wins and that that kind of
there's a communication or background around what we're doing makes senses

Participant D: as a business leader I want to know that the people in that group know that kind
of stuff we know what model to apply at the right spot.

Me: There's a kind of indirect influence you're talking just kind of sharing. They need to have
confidence in the team so that they can just worry about the decisions that need to be made?

Participant D: Yup

Me: That makes perfect sense. The next step the next kind of fun topic is device centric. The
world is evolving where you know everything used to run a desktop machines. Now we've got
tablets phones and Phablets. We're even getting echoes and things we're that are more voice
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oriented. How do you. See you know device oriented training and skills evolving. You feel that
something that's important that developers should be learning more about.?

Participant D: I do. There's more and more work is being done on a mobile device and I read a
great article on long ago that talked a lot about mobile moments and especially when I think
about marketing and the data that we deal with. Um, having being being in the right spot and
connecting with your either customer or consumer in whatever context they're in at that exact
moment. It is kind of the way things are going people. People want instant gratification. They
want to know things instantly and they all have a computer in their pocket every day.

Me: Yeah.

Participant D: You know making them from our marketing standpoint making sure the leads are
are there and going to wherever the customer is at any point in time. Making sure you know
they're getting alerts like hey we help you out.Even now I I one time asked a question on some.
Wine preference thing or something and I get pinged probably four times a week. Now this is on
sale. And you know there are times when I click on it and say Oh all right.

Me: Absolutely. And here you are in what ways you were talking it made me think about the
previous example too of understanding the business context and scenario of how we're answering
questions.

Participant D: Yes.

Me: Correlating it to the right device the right answer the right question and being thoughtful
about it. Good point
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Participant D: I know there are things where it's like I don't. I don't go to my laptop. To get the
answer. You know there are some things where there are some some things that do work I kind
of like the preference of my tablet because it's a little bigger than the phone. There's some more
it's like if I get a phone number and you know give that to me on my phone because it's easy for
me to click and call. But there are there are sort of in different context doing different things
depending on the device.

Me: Absolutely. Um, So the next item on here is data wrangling . Data wrangling is a newer
term that's evolved in the last few years. How important is data wrangling and for BI developers
to learn about it?

Participant D: I think I think that's becoming even more important. So I guess the way I think
about it is. There was a time when things were very structured and you kind of think of in terms
of a relational database so it's it's like I have this customer in this record and these deals that I'm
filling in and you kind of manage and figure out what's going on what's happening now is we're
getting data from so many different sources and it's it's dirty it's you know it's sometimes it's
partially you know you don't really have all the information. And so I start to think about the
opportunity of of the many different sources you can start to add to your corpus of data. When
you have the ability to sort of wrangle and figure out how all these pieces are related, I think that
I think that opens up a lot of opportunity you may think of things you know just that maybe
aren't don't feel like they're related today but it could be answers. So I always think about that a
couple different examples of public records of it maybe even in our marketing example where
you know a customer gets into. A car accident and needs a personal injury attorney. Maybe there
is some connection to data on Mechanics or something that they are saying maybe there's
something there that would be interesting to our world.
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Me: That make sense. The next one is a topic of business enablement that I refer to metadata. As
you know you wrangle data together when you look at metadata, that could mean business
definitions of what the metric is. It could mean the source the target and then all the derivation
logic a metric went through to get on the screen. And then there could be a technical component
that says when was this last refreshed. How important is it do you feel it is to have developers
trained on metadata and maybe exposing that type of context?

Participant D: I mean considering some of the things that we talked about I'd probably put that
as evolving. Context is important. I’m not really experienced with the metadata components.

Me: The next item on the list is if you had a list one skill that was really helpful for. Your user
group or user adoption that developers should learns. What would what would you pick?

Participant D: Well I mean I think there is there is sort of just a base you know kind of.
Understanding the technology. I think there is if we take that off the board I'd probably say.
Maybe more of that analytics piece. Where are you. Are you able to. Bridge the understanding
of you know what's the business problem we're trying to solve and figure out just. How like how
to look at the data or how to organize

Me: Gotcha, map to the story context to the data?

Participant D: figure out what you need and how it applies to the business problem
Me: that makes sense. Finally last question, is there a BI topic I haven’t asked about or any BI
topic you would like to share more about for new student
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Participant D: you know maybe maybe just kind of go back to what I just said that there it isn't
it isn't just a pure technology piece it's business acumen as to what that has to go with it. Human
elements & interactions

Me: Yeah. Excellent. Well that concludes all the questions. Thank you for taking the time to do
this and what I'll do is write up a summary of our discussion. I may schedule just a quick follow
up to make sure we got everything. If any questions pop up feel free to reach out to me any time.
Thank you. Thank you very much.

